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Report of the NYSBA Committee on Legal Education and Admission to the 

Bar 

 

Follow-Up Report to October 2014 Report on the Uniform Bar Exam 

 

Introduction 

 

On October 6, 2014, Chief Judge Lippman announced a proposal to replace the 

current New York Bar Exam with the Uniform Bar Exam.  After a short thirty day 

comment period where many questions were raised, the Chief Judge decided to 

appoint a task force and extend the opportunity for comment.  The task force was 

announced in November and they are expected to work until March when 

presumably a report will be issued.  The task force is chaired by the Hon. Jenny 

Rivera. As part of the work of the task force, public hearings are being held 

throughout the State and smaller focus group meetings are being scheduled. 

Following the announcement of the proposed change in October 2014, the New 

York State Bar Association's Committee on Legal Education and Admissions to 

the Bar met and adopted a report for the State Bar leadership. The report, along 

with a resolution, was presented to and approved by the Executive Committee on 

October 31, 2014. The following day, on November 1, 2014, it was presented to 

the NYSBA House of Delegates (See Appendix A).  Following a constructive 

discussion in the House, the Resolution was unanimously adopted.  

 

On November 12, 2014 Judge Lippman released a Request for Public Comment 

extending the comment period to March 1, 2015, by which time a report from a 

study committee headed by Judge Jenny Rivera would issue.  Upon appointment of 

the Task Force by Judge Lippman, NYSBA President Glenn Lau-Kee and 
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Committee on Legal Education and Admission to the Bar co-chairs Eileen Millett 

and Patricia Salkin, met with Judge Rivera to determine how NYSBA could be 

most helpful to the Task Force in terms of research and information gathering.  The 

members of the Task Force are included in Appendix B, but it should be noted that 

two members of the Task Force are members of the NYSBA Committee on Legal 

Education (one a full voting member and one an ex officio member), and one 

member is a past president of the NYSBA.  

 

Timeframes set by the Court have required quick action by the Committee on 

Legal Education and Admissions to the Bar.  Since the Task Force was established 

the Committee met on December 15, 2014, at which point the  notice of public 

hearings and accompanying request for feedback on certain issues (see Appendix 

C) had not been issued, and on January 20, 2015..  In between the Committee's last 

two meetings, one member of the Committee worked on an article for the State Bar 

Journal designed as a factual description of the current New York Bar Exam and 

the Uniform Bar Exam (see Appendix D). At its January 20th meeting, Sarah 

Valentine (who participated in a focus group convened in advance of the May 2014   

Convocation on Coming Changes in Legal Education) led a discussion about the 

inadequacy of the Multi-State Practice Test (MPT) to truly test/assess skills. The 

Committee's meeting on January 20, 2015 was focused on input the Committee 

believes would be most appropriate to present to the Task Force in February 

if/when the State Bar testifies. Following the Committee meeting, Ms. Valentine 

agreed to develop a background piece about the MPT, and 

Members/Liaison/former co-chair and Co-Chairs Eileen Kaufman, Sharon 

Gerstman, Eileen Millett and Patricia Salkin met to discuss three distinct proposals 

raised by the Committee for State Bar adoption.  
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The Committee still believes for many reasons that there is inadequate information 

to make a judgment as to whether the UBE is a better bar exam for New York. The 

three areas of concern are: whether the proposal adequately tests knowledge of NY 

law requisite for practice in the state; whether the proposal adequately tests the 

professional skills required for practice; and whether the proposal threatens to 

worsen the disparate impact of the bar exam. Despite these concerns, the 

Committee applauds Chief Judge Lippman for providing an opportunity to discuss 

ways in which New York can exert a leadership role in reforming the bar exam to 

better reflect current realities of practice. Most notably in this regard, the 

Committee on Legal Education, as described more fully below, recommends that 

any new bar exam include an experiential learning component. What follows are 

the three main points the Committee believes are important factors in considering 

the implementation of the UBE in New York. 

 

I. UBE is a test of uniform laws and rules 

 

The UBE at its core is a test of uniform laws and rules.  Like other states, half of 

the current New York bar exam tests on laws peculiar to the home state, New 

York. Thus, the current New York bar exam, test on peculiarities under New York 

law of wills, trust and estates, domestic relations, civil practice law and rules and 

criminal law and procedure.  Under the current proposal to change the New York 

bar exam, the UBE would substitute for certain components of what New York 

now requires.       

 

The current NY Exam is a two-day written examination with four components. On 

Day 1, candidates are required to answer five essay questions, each presenting 

multiple issues and generally emphasizing New York specific law, answer 50 New 
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York State specific multiple choice questions (NYMC), and complete one 

Multistate Performance Test (MPT), an exercise that is designed to simulate a case 

file presented in a realistic setting and calls for candidates to demonstrate 

fundamental lawyering skills. The time allotted for Day 1 is 6 hours, 15 minutes. 

On Day 2, candidates take the Multistate Bar Examination (MBE), which is 

prepared by the Conference and used in most states as part of the bar exam, 

consisting of 200 multiple-choice questions.  The time allotted for Day 2 is 6 

hours. 

 

On the current New York exam, each of the five essays requires 40-45 minutes to 

complete.  Specifically, on the morning of Day one of the current exam, a student 

is given 3 hours and 15 minutes to complete three essays and 50 multiple choice 

questions; in the afternoon, a student is given 3 hours to complete two essays and 

the Multistate Performance Test.  

The UBE proposal would substitute the Multistate Essay Exam (MEE) for the five 

New York essays. The MEE consists of six essays that test on uniform laws, rather 

than the laws particular to New York’s jurisdiction, and they are not drafted by the 

New York Board of Law Examiners.  Each of the six essays would require 30 

minutes to complete.   

 

Additionally, the proposal would add a one-hour multiple choice test on New York 

law, which would be the only part of the two day exam focused on New York law. 

We question whether reducing NY law to 50 multiple choice questions to be 

answered in an hour can adequately test the complexities and nuances of New 

York law.  We also question whether analytical and deductive skills can be 

adequately tested via multiple choice questions. The experts in test design would 

answer no to both questions.    
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The current New York essays are longer and more complex than the proposed 

multistate essays for a reason. The current New York essays are multiple issue 

essays that are aimed at issue spotting, in particular, issue spotting of the peculiar 

nuances of several different areas  of New York Law. Because New York's essays 

are more focused on issue spotting of the nuances of various areas of New York 

Law, an applicant is less reliant on rote memorization and more attentive to 

analytical thinking, and to the interplay of various legal concepts and theories.  Are 

New York practitioners well served by a test that relies heavily on rote 

memorization, particularly as pertains to one area of law at a time, as opposed to 

the current New York essay format?     

 

There is reason to be concerned about whether the UBE proposal lessens the 

significance of the distinctions of New York law, lessens New York peculiarities, 

and lessens the high esteem in which the New York exam is held.  The preparation 

and the emphasis for the proposed UBE will be different.  The proposed UBE 

change will not require the same rigorous attention to the study of the uniqueness 

of New York law distinctions as does the current exam.         

  

  

The UBE is at its core a test of uniform laws and rules.  One argument in favor of 

the UBE is that it is a move to a more nationalized standard, and with that 

nationalized standard comes more mobility.   Indeed, proponents argue that 

portability will advance mobility in a nationwide marketplace.  The fallacy in that 

argument is that NY has adopted few uniform rules.  Justin L. Vigdor, a former 

NYSBA President and member of the Uniform Law Commission, speaking 

eloquently at the November 1, 2014 House of Delegates meeting said: 
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I’m very concerned about the fact that the UBE is going to test uniform law.  
I have been one of New York’s five uniform law commissioners for 26 
years.  Unfortunately, New York is not big on adopting and passing uniform 
laws.  We have a terrible time getting uniform laws through the legislature . . 
.When we do get uniform laws passed, we have a New York version of those 
uniform laws, and it's questionable whether they’re really uniform.  This is 
an issue that must be addressed.1   

 

Adoption of the UBE would require law schools to adapt curriculum to teach 

uniform laws, a proposition for which many would be ill-prepared assuming a July 

2016 adoption.  Doctrinal coverage of New York law would shrink with the UBE.  

Law schools would be required to teach general principles of law along with New 

York law in the same course. Courses would necessarily have to be re-worked.   

 

Thus, adoption of the proposed UBE, with the dramatically diminished 

significance afforded to New York law, has the potential to diminish the value and 

prestige of being admitted to the bar in New York State.   

 

a) The Proposed Format for the Proposed New NYLE is Inadequate 

 

In concert with the proposal to adopt the UBE in New York, is the proposal to add 

a new “New York Law Exam” (NYLE).  The Committee does not believe that the 

proposed 50 question multiple choice NYLE is adequate to appropriately test New 

York law.   The Committee concludes that a multiple choice format for NYLE is 

inadequate for three reasons: 1) the length of time necessary to cover significant 

                                                 

1 Meeting of the NYSBA House of Delegates, November 1, 2014.  
http://www.totalwebcasting.com/view/?id=nysbar at 160:00-160:25. 
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areas of law practice in NY, such as EPTL and CPLR is insufficient using this 

format; 2) the proposed format of these multiple choice questions which does not 

utilize fact patterns but simply tests rules of law, emphasizes rote memorization 

over analytical thinking; and 3) essay questions or quasi-essay questions or 

questions designed to assess drafting skills in the context of New York law are 

preferable and such assessment needs to be longer than the one hour currently 

proposed for the NYLE add-on. 

 

To the Committee’s knowledge, no sample questions that would constitute the new 

NYLE have been drafted and/or made public.  Therefore, we cannot address 

specifically the substance of the testing.  However, the practitioners on the 

Committee have advanced the concern of the practicing bar that the conceptual 

NYLE is inadequate to demonstrate an acceptable minimal level of proficiency in 

New York law prior to admission.   

 

II. New York has an Opportunity to Lead Bar Exam Reform by Linking 
Experiential Learning to Licensing 
 

The purpose of the New York Bar Exam is to protect the citizens of New York 

from incompetent attorneys through the licensing sorting process.  A timed written 

bar exam may indicate whether or not someone has doctrinal knowledge and legal 

analysis and reasoning skills.  However it is an extremely limited vehicle for 

determining whether someone has grounding in the breadth of legal skills 

necessary to practice.   

 

The organized bar in New York has long called for bar exam reform that would tie 

licensing to more of the skills required for the practice of law. By using this 

opportunity to create a better bar exam that incorporates the skills students learn 
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and perform in clinical settings, New York could truly be a national leader. The 

Committee thus recommends that the New York State of Law Examiners, which 

possesses unparalleled expertise regarding standardized tests, along with clinicians 

and others, study whether and how a clinical component could be a part of 

licensing in New York. 

 

One of the reasons advanced for adopting the UBE in New York is the idea that it 

would add additional skills testing to the New York state bar exam, because it 

includes two MPT questions.  The Committee suggests it is misguided to rely on 

the MPT as a vehicle to test lawyering skills.  We believe that the MPT’s ability to 

test skills different than those already tested in the essay exams is extremely 

limited.  We also believe that it is essential that law students graduate having had 

multiple opportunities to practice and perform lawyering skills under supervision  

with opportunities for feedback and reflection.  This sort of guided experiential 

learning is how law students become law graduates most able to practice and it is 

this type of learning that teaches the skills the MPT cannot test. 

 

Currently during the first day of the bar exam a candidate must answer three New 

York essay questions and 50 New York multiple choice questions in the morning 

and then answer two New York essay questions and one Multistate Performance 

Test (MPT) question in the afternoon.  The essays and multiple-choice questions 

on the first day all test New York law and are written by the New York Board of 

Law Examiners.  The MPT however, is a generic exam written by the National 

Conference of Bar Examiners (NCBE) and does not address New York law.   

 

Today the MPT is worth 10% of the New York bar exam. If the UBE were 

adopted, the candidate would have to answer two MPT questions..  The MPT gives 
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the applicant a library consisting of various documents and the applicant is asked 

to use the library to complete a task such as writing a memo to the file or a letter to 

a client. The Board of Law Examiners recommends that candidates allot no more 

than 90 minutes to the task based on the NCBE recommendations.  Thus, the 

format of the MPT places the candidate in a position that is antithetical to 

thoughtful careful lawyering – drafting a document as fast as possible - as the 

clock is ticking.     

 

Reading speed is a primary factor in success on the MPT because a candidate must 

read through the material as fast as possible, finding the applicable law in the 

library, and drafting the assigned document as quickly as time permits.   This is 

similar to what a candidate does when answering an essay question with the largest 

difference being the amount of material that must be read and sorted through. The 

Committee does not think the attorney who is the fastest reader or even the 

attorney who writes the quickest is necessarily the attorney who provides the most 

correct and thoughtful advice. The emphasis on reading speed on the MPT also 

places excellent attorneys whose first language may not be English as a distinct 

disadvantage.  

 

Indeed, a report commissioned by the New York State Court of Appeals many 

years ago questioned the importance of "speeded" exams where the results are 

dependent on the rate at which the work is performed as well as on the correctness 

of the response. The report concluded that "speed in reading fact patterns, selecting 
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answers, and writing essay responses [is] not the kind of speed needed to be a 

competent lawyer."2 

 

The MPT questions also test many of the same lawyering skills as the essay 

questions.  The essay questions on the Multistate Essay Exam test a candidate’s 

ability to identify issues, separate relevant material from non-relevant material, 

present a reasoned analysis of the relevant issues in a clear, concise, and well-

organized composition; and demonstrate an understanding of the fundamental legal 

principles relevant to the probable solution of the issues raised by the factual 

situation.   While there is no description of the purpose of the New York State 

essay exam, it is likely that it is very similar, with the addition of determining 

knowledge of New York doctrine and ethical rules.  

 

The NCBE says that the MPT tests six fundamental lawyering skills: sorting 

detailed factual materials and separating relevant from irrelevant facts; analyzing 

statutory, case, and administrative materials for applicable principles of law; 

applying relevant law to the relevant facts in a manner likely to resolve a client’s 

problem, identifying and resolving ethical dilemmas, when present, 

communicating effectively in writing and completing a lawyering task within time 

constraints.   The Committee wishes to make clear that these skills are what the 

NCBE describes as “fundamental lawyering skills” but they do not necessarily 

comport with the fundamental lawyering skills and professional values described 

in, for example, the MacCrate Report (ABA Section Of Legal Education and 

Admissions to the Bar, Legal Education and Professional Development – An 

                                                 

2 JASON MILLMAN, ET AL, AN EVALUATION OF THE NEW YORK STATE BAR EXAMINATION (May 1993), at 9-8 & n. 
11. 
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Educational Continuum (Report of the Task Force on Law Schools and the 

Profession: Narrowing The Gap) (1992)).   

 

However, even if one compares the skills tested on the essay questions to those 

tested by the MPT using the descriptions provided by the NCBE itself, it becomes 

clear that there is only a small set of skills the MPT tests that essay exams do not.  

For example, the MPT requires a student to manage their time, but so do the essay 

questions.  The MPT may require a student to write in a specific format but the 

essay questions are also designed to evaluate a candidate’s ability to communicate 

effectively in writing.   The MPT allows candidates to show their capacity to 

reason by analogy but the essay exam tests legal reasoning and analysis as well. 

The MPT may, if the question includes it, require a candidate to spot an ethical 

issue but the New York essay exams routinely require students to address New 

York professional responsibility issues. The MPT requires a student to sift through 

and organize a library of materials but that shows how fast someone reads not how 

thoughtfully they attend to the task at hand. In addition, the MPT is treated much 

like an essay exam when it is graded1 and is included in the number of questions an 

exam grader must grade within an allotted time.    

 

If the MPT is to be offered as a mechanism for assessing a candidate’s competency 

in foundational legal skills, it is important to understand what the MPT does not 

do.  

 

The MPT does not test a candidate’s ability to do legal research or fact 

investigation.  It does not assess whether a candidate can interview a client, 

negotiate a lease, make an objection in court, or integrate non-legal issues into 

problem solving.  It does not tell the grader how well the candidate is at working 
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collaboratively, understanding and communicating across differences, or handling 

indeterminacy.  It also does not show how well the candidate understands his or 

her professional role and whether the candidate understands the importance of 

ethical and respectful behavior.   

 

The MPT does not assess these lawyering skills and professional traits because it 

cannot - these skills cannot be assessed by a timed written exam.  However these 

skills and traits are taught, practiced, reflected upon and assessed in law school 

clinics, guided externships, and simulated practice classes.  One way of building 

lawyering skills into licensing would be to allow a set number of credits of 

experiential skills training to substitute for a candidate’s MPT score, or for another 

component of the exam.   Adopting this proposal would provide an essential link 

between legal education and admission to practice, a link that has long been 

advocated by, inter alia, the lead author of the Carnegie Report and the Founding 

Director of Educating Tomorrow's Lawyers -William Sullivan. Mr. Sullivan served 

as the keynote speaker at the NYSBA Presidential Summit in January 2014 and 

talked about the need to link a practice-based curriculum to licensing. He notes the 

need "to move students more effectively across the arc of professional 

development from novice to competent beginning practitioner and . . . to assess the 

readiness of such developing lawyers."3  

 

This proposal would not create any additional burdens for the law schools.  First 

the proposal would be an optional, not a mandatory program. Thus a law school 

would not have to create a program of legal education that would support a student 

                                                 

3 William M Sullivan, Align Preparation and Assessment with Practice: A New Direction for the Bar Examination, 
85 N.Y. St. B. J. 41 (2013). 
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being able to substitute 15 credits of experiential lawyering skills training for 

taking the MPT.  Second, the ABA Accreditation Standards were recently 

amended to require six credits of experiential instruction, which means that law 

schools have already expanded their clinical offerings. Third, the new ABA 

Outcomes Standards creates a structure the Court of Appeals could use to 

determine if a school’s clinics, guided externships, and simulation courses would 

satisfy the program criteria.   The ABA now mandates that law schools collect data 

that would show whether or not a school’s students are meeting the lawyering 

competencies the ABA has set.  These same structures can be used to allow the 

Court of Appeals to determine which law schools have put in place a program that 

provides the depth and breadth of lawyering skills training that would allow a 

graduate to substitute that training for the MPT. 

 

The new ABA Outcomes and Assessment requirements explicitly link continuing 

ABA accreditation not on what law schools say they teach but on what they can 

show their students are learning.   The ABA also promulgated additional standards 

that connect learning outcomes to accreditation.  Pursuant to Standard 315, law 

schools are required to conduct ongoing evaluations of whether or not students are 

attaining competency in the school's learning outcomes and report to the ABA data 

that proves compliance with the mandated outcomes.  ABA Standard 315 suggests 

potential mechanisms for this evaluation including among others, the maintenance 

and review of student portfolios, having the bench and bar assess the school’s 

students, and student performance in a capstone course.  

 

In addition to creating better trained law graduates, this program would also 

encourage law schools to create programs that would allow students to be able to 

substitute 15 credits of experiential learning for the MPT. 
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Swapping a set number of clinical credits for a component of the exam is just one 

possible way to build experiential learning into licensing. Other proposals that 

have been advanced in New York include a Practice Readiness Evaluation 

Program that would award points on the bar exam for successful completion of a 

duly certified clinical course in law school, creation of a pilot project to test a 

Public Service Alternative to the Bar Exam, and studying the widely respected 

New Hampshire Daniel Webster program, a two year performance-based bar exam 

that takes place within law schools, to see whether any portion could be replicated 

in New York.4 

 

If New York were to use this opportunity to bring experts, including 

psychometricians, clinicians and others, to study realistic mechanisms for building 

experiential learning into licensing, New York would be setting a new standard for 

the rest of the country to follow. It would also be addressing the decades-old 

critique of the bar exam, most notably voiced by the NYSBA, which has long 

questioned whether the current format adequately tests minimal competence to 

practice law and whether it produces a disparate impact, a concern addressed in the 

point below.  

 

 

III. A Study on Disparate Impact Must Be Conducted Prior to Adoption of 
the UBE  

 

                                                 

4 NEW YORK STATE BAR ASS'N COMM. ON LEGAL EDUCATION AND ADMISSIONS TO THE BAR, RECOMMENDATIONS 

FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF THE REPORT OF THE SPECIAL COMMITTEE TO STUDY THE BAR EXAMINATION AND OTHER 

MEANS OF MEASURING LAWYER COMPETENCE (Feb. 12, 2013). 
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The Committee continues to be concerned about the potential disparate impact that 

could exist should the UBE be adopted.  A comprehensive letter from the Society 

of American Law Teachers (SALT) has been submitted to the Task Force and 

more fully addresses this issue.  The letter is attached as Appendix E. 

 

The Committee disagrees with those who call for a disparate impact study post-

implementation since should a disparate impact be identified, it will have been too 

late for countless numbers of bar takers.  Equity and fairness suggest that such a 

study should precede the adoption of a new exam to provide an opportunity to 

address any potential disparate impact.  Like the UBE proponents, the Committee 

does not know whether it would produce a disparate impact, but we do believe that 

it is possible to retain the services of a testing expert to provide a comprehensive 

study and report to the New York Board of Law Examiners and to the Court of 

Appeals.  While the Committee does not have the expertise to design a disparate 

impact study, we believe that pre-testing of questions over the next 3 or 4 

administrations of the Bar Exam is one vehicle.   

 

In addition to the testing the disparate impact of the actual exam questions, the 

Committee is also concerned about the proposed change in the weighting of the 

various sections of the exam.  For example, changing the value of the MBE to 50% 

of the score as opposed to the current 40% could be studies to determine whether 

that change would produce a disparate impact.   

 

IV. Conclusion 

Based on the foregoing concerns and recommendations, the Committee is not in 

favor of the proposal at this time. The Committee requests that the New York State 
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Bar Association convey the concerns and recommendations contained in this report 

to the Task Force appointed by Chief Judge Lippman to study the UBE.  

Based on the foregoing, the Committee on Legal Education and Admission to the 

Bar approves this report and recommends approval of the report by the New York 

State Bar Association's Executive Committee and/or the House of Delegates. 

 

Votes of the Committee Members 

Members voting in favor:             13 
Members dissenting:                     02 
Abstentions:                                  06            
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Dissenting Comments by Committee Member James Beha 

 

I dissent from the recommendation that there be a Bar Examination "credit" for 

"experiential learning" coursework that would substitute for taking a portion of the 

Bar Exam, however that Bar Exam may be constituted.  This proposal (in a slightly 

different form, namely as a "point boost" for Bar Exam scores for those who have 

taken "experiential courses") was discussed at the Committee level extensively  

some years ago; in that form it was included in a prior report of this Committee 

even though it never mustered widespread support, but the report which included it 

set forth the views of the substantial minority opposing the idea.   The proposal in 

its present form was never mentioned at any Committee meeting prior to the last 

one. 

 

I therefore dissent on both substantive and procedural grounds. 

 

As a matter of substance, I dissent because I do not think the "experiential 

coursework" credit is a sound idea.   As Committee members know, I strongly 

favor "experiential coursework" (clinics and similar supervised practice work) as 

part of law school education.  Indeed, I have worked on the Committee's proposal 

that the requirements for admission to the Bar of this State should include a 

requirement that every candidate have completed substantial "practice preparation" 

coursework, including a significant number of course hours in a clinical or other 

supervised practice setting.  That said, I think this need for better practice-

preparation for new lawyers is a bull to be grabbed by the horns(to use an old and 

perhaps too-tired metaphor) and not something to be brought in by the back door 

of fiddling with how the Bar Exam is administered. 
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I do see inclusion of the MPT as part of the Bar Exam as a significant 

improvement over the former form of the Bar Exam, and notwithstanding the 

negative comments about the MPT's limitations contained in this Report, I believe 

that at one time or another over the years I have heard almost all members of this 

Committee express a similar view.  However, I do not disagree with the argument 

that adding a second segment of the MPT as part of the Exam is not a step forward 

insofar as it means reducing the number -- and most important, the complexity -- of 

the essay questions.  That said, I believe that there should be one Bar Exam for all 

candidates, and I do not think that some candidates should be "advantaged" in the 

scoring of the examination (which is what this proposal amounts to even if it is no 

longer stated as a "point boost") because of their coursework choices.  I also think 

the proposal carries with it a variety of administrative headaches and faces almost 

certain legal challenges from candidates who cannot claim the "credit" and must 

take the full examination. 

 

As a matter of procedure, I dissent from this aspect of the Report for two reasons, 

both relating to the fact that in its present form this proposal is a new topic for the 

Committee (even though in a different form it has a long, if checkered, history).  

First, this proposal in this form has not been adequately discussed at the 

Committee level by the current membership of this Committee -- it was never 

mentioned before the last Committee meeting.  While I appreciate that the 

timetable for commenting on the Chief Judge’s UBE proposal is a tight one, that is 

not an adequate excuse for a “rush job” in making a separate proposal about how to 

change the Bar Exam.  Indeed, it is ironic that a Committee that expressed distress 

(which I shared) at a proposal that the UBE be adopted in New York with too little 

discussion and analysis preceding it should now be making a proposal to change 
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the Bar Exam in a very significant way (a way implemented nowhere else in this 

country) with so little discussion and analysis of its own.    

 

Second, the “rush” presents particular problems here because so many Committee 

members are abstaining from this Report (typically because they are submitting 

their own comments on the UBE proposal).  It is not at all clear that a majority of 

the Committee would support this proposal, which certainly could have been 

discussed and voted upon separate from commenting on the UBE proposal that is 

the immediate topic before us.  I would suspect that those submitting comments of 

their own on the UBE proposal are not making a separate proposal like this (this is 

a guess, but it seems like a good one).   What we might prefer to see instead of the 

current Bar Exam can certainly be de-coupled from the topic of whether New York 

should adopt the UBE (with or without a separate NYLE), but so far as I know 

there has not been a canvas of the views of the current Committee as a whole on 

this proposal as a separate topic.  Certainly there has not been the extensive 

comment and debate of the sort that every other proposal of this Committee has 

received, including gathering the views of both voting and non-voting members.  

When the "point boost" version of this proposal was presented some years ago (in a 

different context and to a Committee with a noticeably different membership), 

there was a bare -- very bare -- majority of those then eligible to vote on the 

proposal who favored it, and the Report so stated and contained a full statement of 

the views of those who opposed the “point boost” proposal, something lacking here 

precisely because the proposal has not been adequately discussed among the 

Committee as a whole.   

 

Finally, I would offer a separate comment about the NYLE multiple choice test 

(“NYLE”) that is part of the UBE proposal.  I strongly agree with those who 
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believe that the New York Bar Exam should extensively test on New York law 

and, importantly, that because it does candidates should spend a large portion of 

their preparation time studying New York law.  I would endorse any proposal that 

was aimed at improving the "New York multiple choice" questions on the current 

examination or the testing of New York law in the essays.  But this proposal would 

make "passing" the one hour NYLE a separate component of passing the 

examination.  I believe that testing New York law as part of the "blend" of the total 

examination, the present approach, is the better way to proceed, and I think the 

requirement that candidates pass a separate NYLE is a mistake, especially when it 

is accompanied by discarding the current essay questions drafted by the New York 

Board of Law Examiners in favor of the generic and simplistic essays about 

“uniform” law used in the UBE.   

 

It may be that the establishment of this multiple choice barrier will have a 

"disparate" impact on minorities, the topic which quite properly worries the authors 

of this Report.  But disparate or not, the impact will be a bad one.  It is a matter of 

simple arithmetic to figure out that a noticeable number of those who currently 

pass the Bar Exam as a totality would fail if also passing the multiple choice 

section was an independent requirement.  Without doubt, if it so chose, the BOLE 

could inform us about what portion of those currently passing the Bar Exam did 

not answer the majority of the "New York multiple choice" questions correctly, 

and thus give us some insight into what adding this as a separate requirement 

might mean for the “pass rate”.  I appreciate that the NYLE is expected to be a 

new-and-improved version of the NY multiple choice segment (though I have yet 

to understand why if this segment can be improved in a meaningful way this is not 

being done in all events), but the arithmetic will still apply, and revealing how it 

might work under the present regime would be illustrative.    
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I do not think that a one hour multiple choice examination should be set up as a 

separate barrier to entry to the New York Bar.  I understand that there are plans to 

allow those who fail this one section to re-take it without re-taking the entire 

examination, but that simply means more heartache, expense and delay for 

candidates who would pass the current examination, as well as more headaches for 

the BOLE which must administer these “re-takes”.  I believe that candidates for the 

New York Bar should be motivated (“incentivized,” to use an ugly term) in their 

preparation for the Bar Exam to study New York law and to be ready to apply it (a 

goal which I believe the current “blended” approach serves well); I do not believe 

that the candidates or the Bar are well served by adding a second “hurdle” to 

passing the Bar Examination.  I think that if this second hurdle is inserted into the 

examination process the profession, including the candidates, is going to be very 

unhappy with the results. 

 

  

 
James A. Beha II 
Allegaert Berger & Vogel LLP 
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Appendix A- October 2014 Report of the Committee on Legal Education and 
Admission to the Bar as approved by the House of Delegates in November 2014 
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Staff Memorandum

HOUSE OF DELEGATES
Agenda ltem #8

REQUESTED ACTION: Approval of the report and recommendations of the Committee
on Legal Education and Admission to the Bar.

On October 6, the Court of Appeals issued a Request for Comment with respect to a
recommendation from the Board of Law Examiners to replace the current New York bar
examination with the Uniform Bar Examination for the administration of the July 2015
bar exam, with comments due no later than November 7, 2014. The Committee on
Legal Education and Admission to the Bar was asked to review the proposal with a view
to determining whether the Association should submit comments. The Committee met
on October 23, and the attached repoft represents a majority of the committee's views
on this topic,

The report wíll be presented by committee co-chairs Eileen D. Millett and Prof. Patricia
E, Salkin.



COMMITTEE ON LEGAL EDUCATION AND
ADMISSION TO THE BAR

REPORT OF NEW YORK BOARD OF LAW EXAMINERS
(BOLE) PROPOSED CHANGE tN NEW YORK TO THE

UNIFORM BAR EXAM

NYBOLE Proposed Change to the Uniform Bar Exam

l. lntroduction

On October 6,2014, public notice was given that the New York State Board of Law
Examiners (NYBOLE) recommended to the New York Court of Appeals that the current
New York bar examination (NY Exam) be replaced with the Uniform Bar Examination
(UBE), which is prepared by the National Conference of Bar Examiners (Conference).
According to the notice posted on the NYBOLE website, ':The Court of Appeals is
considering adopting the UBE for the administration of the July 2015 bar exam." The
Court of Appeals issued a Request for Public Comment on the proposal and will be
accepting submissions until November 7 ,2014. A copy of the Request for Public
Comment is attached as Appendix A. No partícular explanation was given for setting
this deadline.

On October 23,2014 the NYSBA Committee on Legal Education and Admission to the
Bar met to discuss the proposal. The Committee invited Díane Bosse, Chair of the
NYBOLE, to attend the meeting for purposes of explaining the proposed change. Ms.
Bosse went through a detailed PowerPoint presentation with the Committee and
answered questions for about ninety minutes.

On October 6, prior to the in-person meeting, Committee co-chairs Eileen Millett and
Patricía Salkin circulated the proposal to Committee members; an article appearing the
same day in the New York Law Journal (Appendix B); an adicle written by Ms. Bosse
for the State Bar Journal's September 2013 issue on legal education entitled "New York
Bar Exam by the Numbers" (Appendix C); on October 13, a list of all of the
comments/questions about the proposal posed by Committee members in emails
following receipt of the proposal (Appendix D); and links to some articles mentioning the
UBE proposal (Appendix E).
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This brief report is being made to the New York State Bar Association Executive
Committee and House of Delegates because time is of the essence for the Association
to provide comments; the 30-day comment period which will close shortly after the
November 1, House of Delegates meeting.

ll. Background

The current NY Exam is a of a two-day written examination with four components. On
Day 1 candidates are required to answer five essay questions, each presenting multiple
issues and generally emphasizing New York specific law, answer 50 New York State
specific multiple choice questions (NYMC), and complete one Multistate Performance
Test (MPT), an exercise that is designed to simulate a case file presented in a realistic
setting and calls for candidates to demonstrate fundamental lawyering skills. The time
allotted for Day 1 is 6 hours, 15 minutes. On Day 2, candidates take the Multistate Bar
Examination (MBE, which is prepared by the Conference and used in most states as
part of the bar exam) consisting of 200 multiple-choice questions that test knowledge
relating to federal civil procedure, constitutional law, contracts, criminal law and
procedure, evidence, real property and torts (these questions do not focus on
substantive law or procedure specific to any one state). The time allotted for Day 2 is 6
hours.

The Uniform Bar Exam prepared by the Conference is also a two-day written
examination. Day 2 of the UBE is the same 200 question multiple choice MBE test
currently administered in New York; however, the content of the first day of these
examinations are significantly different. First, the UBE candidates are required to
answer six essay questions that test knowledge of general principles of uniform laws,
with the potential content of these questions covering essentially the same substantive
subject areas as might be covered in the NY Exam, except that the CPLR - which may
figure repeatedly in the NY Exam essays - is not a UBE topic. Other differences
between the UBE essays and those on the current NY Exam include: (i) that candidates
must answer the questions using the uniform laws and acts, not New York specific laws
(although "distinctions" can be noted), (ii) each UBE essay typically is focused on a
single content area whereas the NY Exam essays each typically raise issues across
multiple topics (e,9,, contract law, statutes of limitation and procedure), and (iii), thus
narrowly focused, a UBE essay question takes less time than a NY Exam question,
allowing for six rather than five essay questions to be posed.

ln addition, the first day of the UBE presents candidates with two MPT segments
(whereas the NY Exam includes one MPT and the NYMC).



A. The Current Proposal from the NY Board of Law Examiners

The proposed change to the New York State Bar Exam will require all candidates to
take the Uniform Bar Exam described above, plus take and pass a separate New York
Law Exam (NY Law Test) consisting of 50 New York specific multiple choice questions
that will be administered on Day 2 of the Bar Exam (the same day as the MBE 200
multiple question exam). The proposed change would thus (i) eliminate the 5 essay
questions that test knowledge of New York specific law in favor of the UBE essays, (ii)
add an additional MPT segment, and (iii) extend the length of the second day of the
examination to allow time for the NY Law Test (the substance of which is discussed
further below).

At present lawyers admitted in other jurisdictions who lack the years of practice required
for admíssion to the New York Bar "on motion" can obtain admission to this Bar only by
taking the NY Exam in full (and passing same), no matter how well they did on the bar
examination of their originaljurisdiction of admission. The current proposal uses a
"portable" UBE test score and provides that those who take the UBE in other states and
achieve a score that meets the New York "passing" standard would be eligible for some
period of time to "transfer" that UBE score to New York, sit for the NY Law Test, and
with a passing score on that test apply for admission to the New York Bar (assuming
other eligibility criteria are met).

B. Other Jurisdictions Which Administer the Uniform Bar Exam

Currently 14 states administer the UBE: Alabama, Alaska, Arizona, Colorado, ldaho,
Minnesota, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, New Hampshire, Nofth Dakota, Utah,
Washington, and Wyoming. Appendix F contains a chart detailing the date each state
began to use the UBE, the time limit each state has set for accepting a transferred
score (a score on the UBE taken in another state which is "transferred" for use in
seeking admission to the bar in this state), the minimum passing score set by each
state, which states require, in addition to a passing UBE score, the passing or
completion of some state-specific test or training component before admission, and the
fees set by each state for accepting "transferred" scores.

ln her presentation to the Committee, Diane Bosse explained that each state that
administers the UBE continues to. decide who may sit for its bar exam and who will be
admitted to practice; set its own passing scores; grade the essays and performance
tests; set policies regarding how many times candidates may retake the bar exam;
decíde how to assess knowledge of local law; determine for how long "transferred" UBE
scores will be accepted; and make character and fitness decisions.
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G. The Proposed Ì.lew York Law Test

Under the proposal, passing the Bar Exam in New York will require passing two
separately graded exams (the UBE and the New York Law Test). A passing score on
each exam will be required to apply for admission to the New York bar.

The proposal, the New York Law Test will consist of 50 multiple choice questions and
will be a revamped version of the current NYMC, redrafted to focus very heavily on
points where New York law or practice differs from other jurisdictions (the "New York
distinctions"). lt is proposed that candidates will need a passing score of 60% (30 out
of 50) to pass the New York Law Exam. As with all current aspects of the NY Exam
(and the UBE), candidates will have available from the NYBOLE a detailed "content
outline" to assist in preparation for the NY Law Test.

It is also proposed that the NY Law Test will be offered at two additional sessions in
addition to being part of the January and July administrations of the UBE. Testing at
these sessions would be available for those New York test-takers who did not pass the
NY law Test when they took the UBE (assuming they did pass the UBE) and for those
taking and obtaining a sufficient score on the UBE in other jurisdictions and now
needing to travel to New York to take the New York Law Test. Target dates for these
"off cycle" sessions are set for the fall and in the spring. Candidates who have not yet
taken and achieved a sufficient score on the UBE would not be eligible to take the NY
Law Test at these sessions.

D. Grading of the Bar Exam

The manner in which the New York bar exam is graded will change with the
administration of the Uniform Bar Exam.

Current weighting is as follows: MBE - 40o/o, NYMC - 10o/o, NY essays - 40%, MPT
(one) - 100/0.

Proposed UBE weighting: MBE - 50Vo, MEE (essays) - 30o/o, MPT (two) - 20% (NY
Law Test adminístered but separately scored)

Diane Bosse, Chair of the NYBOLE explained that educational eligibility rules set foÉh
in Rules 520.3 and 520.6 continue to apply and that the proposed New York passing
score for the UBE would be 266 out of 400 (which as a percentage is arithmetically
equivalent to the current 665 out of 1,000). As a technical matter the MBE scaled score
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would continue to be used to adjust the scaling of the scores on other components of
the examination.

ln addition, as described above, the New York Law Test will require a score of 30
correct answers out of 50 (60%) to pass, and candidates must pass this multiple choice
exam in addition to the UBE to be admitted in NY.

E. Proposed Time Frame for lmplementation

The October 2014 notice for comment indicates that the New York Board of Law
Examiners is prepared to administer the Uniform Bar Exam and the New York Law
Exam for the July 2015 administration of the Bar Exam in New York.

lll. Discussion

A. Arguments in favor of the Uniform Bar Exam

Before addressing the proposal as such, we would note that some aspects of the
proposed changes may be worth careful consideration even if the UBE proposal is not
adopted. ln pailicular, the use of a second MPT segment and revamping the NYMC
along the lines proposed for the NY Law Test would seem potentially valuable changes
to the NY Exam in all events. And the question of whether there should be a separate
passing requirement based on "New York distinctions" (whether posed in the essays
and NYMC or in a NY Law Test) can be debated outside the context of deciding
whether to adopt the UBE. For present purposes, however, we focus here on the
proposal to replace the NY Exam with the proposed combination of the UBE and the NY
Law Test.

The arguments that have been advanced by the proponents of replacing the NY Exam
with the UBE (plus the NY Law Test) include:

1. The legal profession should move towards a national licensing exam and New
York's participation will likely convince other states to follow suit.

2. The Uniform Bar Exam will offer test-takers in New York greater portability in
a competitive and tight job market in New York, thereby maximizing
employment opportun ities.
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3. lt can enhance mobility for law graduates and their families, at least between
UBE jurisdictions, without having to wait for admission on motion to be
available based on their years of practice.

4. Law firms in New York will be able to recruit from a more geographically
diverse applicant pool (so long as applicants also take and pass the New
York Law Exam).

5. lt will eliminate some duplication of efforts associated with taking the bar
exam in multíple jurisdictions

6. lt may reduce the cost, delay, anxiety and uncertainty of having to take
multiple bar exams.

7. lt offers more options when choosing where to take the bar examination

8. lt will relieve the NYBOLE of the responsibility, and expense, of drafting the
essay questions and model answers for the bar exam.

L The use of a second MPT segment will enhance the utility of the examination
insofar as "practice ready" skills are being assessed.

B. Goncerns over a Rush to Adopt the UBE Proposal for July 2015

1. A 30-day comment period is too short to enable all of the stakeholders a fair
and reasonable time for study and discussion of all of the impacts associated with a
dramatic change to the composition of the bar exam in New York. While there is
interest in learning more about the potential positive implicatíons for the adoption of the
UBE in New York, the Committee (with one dissenting member) believes that more time
is needed to fudher study and discuss this UBE proposal.

2. There have been no New York state-specific studies about the impact of the
adoption of both the Uniform Bar Exam and the New York Law Exam on applicants,
(See Appendix G for afticles describing lower pass rates in Montana and North Dakota
when the UBE was initially administered). Further, the NYBOLE has not issued a report
discussing all aspects of the UBE as it relates to New York.

3. The New York Board of Law Examiners should first conduct and publish a
disparate impact analysis of both the UBE and the New York Law Exam for minority test
takers, similar to the study undedaken when New York raised its bar pass rate.

4. There is concern over just what impact the requirement of passage of both the
UBE and a New York Law Test will have on test-takers. Moreover, there has been no
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analysis of how many candidates who passed prior NY Exams woufd have failed if a 30
score on the NYMC had been a separate requirement. While the NY Law Exam willto
some extent be different than the NYMC (see next comment), the similarities are
sufficient to warrant undertaking this analysis of past examinations. lt is not clear what
the "average" score on the NYMC has been in the past, but if it is less than 30 (which is
our informal understanding), then the addition of a NY Law Test requirement may result
in disqualifying a very substantial number of candidates who would be admitted in New
York under present testing. Whether this is a good or bad result may be debated, but
additional information is certainly needed.

5, The 50 multiple choice questions that would appear on the new New York Law
Test have not been "pre-tested" on previous exams to see how test takers would do
with the new format. lt is common for all standardized exams to pretest questions and
analyze the results. Such "test" questions could be included on several upcoming
administrations of the present New York Bar Exam to develop the data. FuÉher, sample
questions are not yet drafted or publically available for review. While BOLE intends to
develop a "content outline" for the NY Law Test that is an outgrowth of current materials
made available to New York candidates, if the NY Law Test is going to differ from the
NYMC, as proposed, then candidates for the July 2015 examination will be
disadvantaged by not having the updated materials available well in advance of the
examination.

6. Many law students have expressed concern that the rush to implementation this year
will disadvantage them as they have already make curricular decisions and selected
commercial bar review courses based on a belief that they will be taking the existing
New York Bar Exam,

C. Add¡t¡onal lssues/Concerns Requiring Glarification and Further Discussion
Prior to a Decision as to Whether the Uniform Bar Exam is Good for New
York Law Students and Practitioners

1. The profession should be on the same page as to what exactly a "uniform"
bar exam means. The New York proposal would follow 5 of the 14 UBE
states at this time by requiring an additional state-specific assessment prior to
admission, lf other states were to follow New York as suggested they might,
and if they would likely also require a state specific law exam like New York,
this may not truly advance uníformity and portability, nor will it reduce the
need to take exams in more than one state as proponents assert.

2. More transparency is needed with respect to costs. While there would be a
saving for the NYBOLE in not having to develop the NY essays and model
answers, New York will need to license the Day 1 UBE essay and an
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additional MPT question from the National Conference of Bar Examiners.
The cost for this, added to discussion of a potential increase in cost to test-
takers from the current $250 that could be three or four times as costly, plus
the cost of transferring UBE scores to other jurisdictions which range from
$400 to $1240 is important information to consider, Likewise, specific
information about the cost of separately administering the New York Law
Exam at times other than with administration of the UBE should be disclosed.

3. The UBE proposal for comment does not indicate how many times an
applicant who passes the UBE may take the New York Law Exam without
having to repeat the UBE.

4. Some Committee members expressed concern about the relative value as
testing material of the MEE essay questions that would replace the current
New York essay questions. The concern here is not merely that the "New
York distinctions" would be lost or that the importance of candidates'
mastering the CPLR will be somewhat downplayed if the CPLR appears only
as a part of the NY Law Test, but also that the "single topic" MEE essays do
not test reasoning skills as well as the multi-issue, multi-topic New York
essays. This concern is not something that has been quantified, but it should
be addressed.
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lV. Conclusion and Recommendation

It is simply too soon to reach a reasonable conclusion about the adoption of
the Uniform Bar Exam and the New York Law Exam in the 30-day comment
period. The notice for comment contains little by way of detail and no state-
specific studies or repofts have been conducted nor made publícally available
to more fully understand the cost-benefit analysis or to assess whether
adoption of the new exam would produce a disparate impact.

The Committee has not been persuaded that there is any urgency that
requires immediate adoption of this proposal. Prudence dictates proceeding
with caution with a change of this significance, especially when there not only
is active debate about whether it is a good idea to use the UBE instead of the
NY Exam, but also active concern about the impact of such a change, both
procedurally (how will it affect bar passage as a whole and for distinct groups)
and in terms of how it might affect those already preparing to take the July
2015 examination.

The Committee urges the New York State Bar Association to request that the
New York Courts delay any decision on implementation of the Uniform Bar
Exam and the New York Law Exam until studies as to disparate impact, bar
pass rates and costs can be completed and discussed.

Further, the Committee requests that the New York State Bar Association
respectfully suggest that should there be a future adoption of the UBE or
other significant change in the Bar Exam, that the Courts follow the lead of
the American Bar Association Council on Legal Education and phase-in
significant changes with fair advance and appropriate notice to test-takers.

The Gommittee accordingly recommends a proposal to request that the New York
State Gourts delay a decision on the implementation of the Uniform Bar Exam and
the New York Bar Exam until further study as to disparate impact, bar pass rates
and costs can be completed.

Based on the foregoing, the Committee on Legal Education and Admission to the
Bar approves this repoft and recommends approval of the report by the New York
State Bar Association's Executive Committee and/or the House of Delegates.

Eileen D. Millett, Co-Chair
Patricia Salkin, Co-Chair

Members voting in favor of the report: 22
Members dissenting from the repoft: 3
Abstentions: 4
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS

NYBOLE New York Board of Law Examiners

MBE Multistate Bar Examination (multiple choice)

MEE Multistate Essay Examination

MPT Multistate Performance Test

NYMC New York Multiple Choice (existing)

NY Law Test Proposed new multiple choice test on New York law

UBE Uniform Bar Exam
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Appendix A

Request for Public Gomment

The New York State Board of Law Examiners (SBLE) has recommended to the New
York Court of Appeals that the current bar examination be replaced with the Uniform
Bar Examination (UBE). To date, 14 other state jurisdictions have adopted the UBE, but
New York would be a national leader as the first large state in terms of bar applicants to
administer this test, having examined over 15,200 candidates in 2014.

The UBE is prepared by the National Conference of Bar Examiners (NCBE) and
passage of the test would produce a portable score that can be used to gain admission
in other states that accept the UBE, provided the applicant satisfies any other
jurisdiction-specific admission requirements. As the UBE is accepted by more states,
the portable score will facilitate lawyer mobility across state lines, resulting in expanded
employment opportunities for lawyers throughout the nation and facilitating multi-state
law practices.

Currently, the New York bar exam is administered in July and February of each year,
over the course of two days and consists of two sections: (1) the New York law
component, taken on the first day, is composed of five essay questions and 50 multiple-
choice questions prepared by the SBLE, and one Multistate Performance Test 1 (MPT)
question developed by the NCBE; and (2) the Multistate Bar Examination (MBE),
consisting of 200 multiple-choice questions prepared by the NCBE, which is given on
the second day of the exam.

The UBE is prepared by the NCBE and contains three distinct assessment measures:
(1) the Multistate Essay Examination (MEE), which contains six single content essay
questions testing law of general application; (2) two MPT tasks; and (3) the 200-
question multiple-choice MBE test. The MEE and MPT would be taken on the first day
of the UBE, while the MBE would be given on the second day. The increased testing on
lawyering skills will address the call by bar associations for legal education to
incorporate more practical skills training,

Along with administering the UBE, the BOLE has proposed that New York's bar
examination continue to incorporate a New York law-specific component. This
recognizes the importance of state law, particularly in light of the thousands of out-of-
state and foreign-educated applicants who seek bar admission in New York. lt is
imperative that New York licensure remain internationally recognized as a valuable legal
credential. The proposed New York law exam (NYLE) segment would consist of 50
multiple-choice questions, tested for one hour on the second day. The SBLE has



proposed a passing score of 30 for the NYLE. ln addition to being given concurrently to
candidates taking the UBE in February and July, the SBLE is suggesting that the NYLE
also be administered in December and late spring of each year. This provides a second
opportunity to applicants who pass the UBE, but do not pass the NYLE, to retake the
NYLE in order to secure earlier admission to practice.

The SBLE recommends that the passing score for the UBE in New York be set at 266.
Although scored on a different scale, this grade is comparable to the passing score
established for the current bar exam. Other jurisdictions have adopted passing scores
for the UBE that range from 260 to 280. Applicants who take the UBE in another
jurisdiction and seek admission in New York based on a transferred UBE score would
have to pass the NYLE, with this testing available in December or late spring. Similar to
current rules regarding the viability of bar exam scores, a UBE score earned in another
jurisdiction could be transferred to New York up to three years after the date of the
administration of the exam on which the score was earned.

Applicants who take the UBE in New York, and applicants who seek to transfer a UBE
score to New York, must continue to meet the eligibility requirements of section 520.3,
520.4, 520.5 or 520.6 of the Rules of the Court of Appeals and undergo a character and
fitness review by the Appellate Division of Supreme Court. The proposal does not
contemplate any change in the statutory bar exam fees set forth in Judiciary Law $ 465.

ln light of this recommendation, the Court is considering adopting the UBE for the
administration of the July 2015 bar exam. Persons or organizations wishing to comment
on this proposal should e-mail their submissions to UniformBarExam@nycourts.gov or
write to: Diane Bosse, Chair, New York State Board of Law Examiners, Corporate
Plaza, Building 3,254 Washington Avenue Extension, Albany, NY 12203-5195.
Submissions wíll be accepted until November 7,2014. All public comments will be
treated as available for disclosure under the Freedom of lnformation Law, and are
subject to publication by the Office of Court Administration.

The issuance of a proposal for public comment should not be interpreted as an
endorsement of that proposal by the court system.



APPENDIX B

Court System Seeks Comment on Adopting Uniform Bar Exam

Joel Stashenko, New York Law Journal

October 7, 2014 | 4 Comments

ALBANY - Absent major objections, New York would become the largest and most
influential state to use the Uniform Bar Examination,

See Request for Comment.

While the New York bar exam would retain a section specifically about New York law,
Chief Judge Jonathan Lippman said the bulk of the two-day test would be the nationally-
standardized exam (UBE) prepared by the National Conference of Bar Examiners.

The state couft system on Monday circulated proposed rules on adopting use of the
national exam.

The test administered in July 2015 would be the first based on the UBE, if the state
Court of Appeals adopts the change. The couft is responsible for setting standards for
legal education in New York state.

Fourteen other states, mostly west of the Mississippi, use UBE as the basis for their bar
examinations. New York would be the first of the largest and most influential states to
use the test. Galifornia, Texas, Florida and lllinois have not yet adopted it.

Lippman said he expected several large states to follow suit if New York adopts the
UBE.

"l believe if we choose to go forward, it portends extremely well that you would have a
truly uniform bar nationally," he said in an interview. "l think there is a lot of anticipation
from my colleagues in other states about whether we would be going to the uniform bar
and, if we do, I think it will have a dramatic impact on that uniform bar approach in very
short order."

Proponents say a "national" bar exam would allow students to better pursue job
opportunities by letting them pass the UBE once and then prepare for the shorter
poftions of the bar exam specific to each state should they want to practice there, lt also
would allow law firms and other prospectíve employers to draw from larger pools of law
students by increasing the "portability" of where they can practice.



New York's bar exam already contains two standardized national pottions, the Multistate
Pefformance Test and the Multistate Bar Examination. Both are prepared by the
Madison, Wisc.-based National Conference of Bar Examiners.

Lippman said the UBE would adequately test the analytical skills of candidates by
adding the Multistate Essay Examination, a six-essay test also developed by the
National Conference of Bar Examiners that seeks analyses on general legal principles.

The New York State Board of Law Examiners recommends a passing score for the UBE
be set at 266, which court administrators said is analogous to the current exam. They
said the passing score recognized by other UBE-using states ranges from 260 to 280.

The head of the conference, Erica Moeser, said Monday that UBE's developer has been
"awaiting a state that has a lot of candidates, and [Lippman] has now provided that
springboard for other larger jurisdictions to come aboard,"

Proposed Changes

Under the proposal, test-takers would get a total of 13 hours over two days to take all

components of the new bar exam, or 45 minutes more than the 12 hours, 15 minutes
they now get, according to Diane Bosse, the chairwoman of the Board of Law
Examiners.

The portion of the exam specific to New York law under the new scenario would consist
of a 50-question multiple choice section to be answered in one hour. The current exam
includes the 50 questions as well as five essays focused on New York law.

Candidates currently get four hours and 15 minutes to answer the "local" phase of the
current exam.

The exam would be administered during the same customary times as the current
test-the last Tuesdays and Wednesdays in July and February-though Bosse said
new days would be introduced in December and in late May or early June for
candidates to retake the hour-long multiple-choice portion specific to New York or for
test-takers who had passed the UBE in other states who want to pass the New York bar
exam.

The Board of Law Examiners, which would continue to be responsible for administering
and grading the exam, has recommended New York adopt the UBE'

"Once candidates have demonstrated competence in those general principles of the law
and lawyering skills, there is no reason that (UBE) score shouldn't follow them across
state lines," said Bosse, who is of counsel at Hunruitz & Fine in Buffalo.



The cost of the state bar exam would not change, she said. Candidates with juris doctor
degrees from American Bar Association-accredited law schools pay $250 to take the
New York test while foreign candidates pay $750.

Lippman said if no significant objections arise, the Couñ of Appeals could adopt the
change by late November. Besides the concern that New York law-specific questions be
maintained, he said court administrators did not want to go to a third day of testing if the
UBE is adopted.

Legal Scholars, Leaders React

Lippman said the proposal received a "very good" reception when court administrators
presented it to New York's law school deans at a meeting last week.

Several deans reached Monday said they supported the initiatíve.

"By this proposal, New York has a good opportunity to take the lead among the states in

de-emphasizing local issues," said Fordham University School of Law Dean Michael
Martin, but cautioned that the Juty 2015 test could be too soon to educate all students
on the issues covered by the UBE-based test.

Brooklyn Law School Dean Nicholas Allard predicted that if New York fell into the UBE
line for its bar exam, other states would "rapidly" follow suit.

"This, in turn, will enhance the poftability of graduates' legal education, open the job
market geographically outside the Empire State for our graduates and retain New York's
control of its own standards for admission and the quality of new attorneys entering
practice here," he said.

Hannah Arterian, the dean at Syracuse University College of Law, found reasons for
New York to go the UBE route to be "persuasive."

"l think this is tremendous," she said. "lt's a real 'wow' moment for New York state and a

real indication of New York state as a true leader in a variety of ways."

Bar Association leaders, meanwhile, had mixed reactions

Bret Parker, executive director of the New York City Bar Association, called it an
"extremely positive development." But Eileen Millett, co-chair of the New York State Bar
Association's committee on legal education and admission to bar, said the issue needed
more discussion.

"l think we have to be careful that we protect the uniqueness of what it means to have
taken and passed the New York bar exam," said Millett, counsel at Epstein Becker
Green.



For law schools, she said, the proposed change may raise questions of altering the
competitiveness of New York law schools,

"Does it take away or add to the allure of coming to a New York law school?" Millett
said. "lt remains to be seen."

According to the National Conference of Bar Examiners, 15,846 people took the New
York bar exam in 2013. California had the next-largest total of testtakers in the country
with 13,319.

lf New York adopts the UBE, law firms could recruit students they may not have
othenruise found and may be more willing to cast a wider net in their associate search,
said Joseph Torres, a Winston & Strawn partner and chair of the firm's hiring committee.

"All law firms are looking for the best and brightest students," he said. "Law firms seeing
more law students and law students seeing more law firms is a good thing."

But Torres said some questions remain unanswered, such as whether large states such
as California and lllinois would follow and whether requirements of individual states
"may cut against the idea that this is a uniform process."

Court administrators asked that comment on the proposed bar exam rules be emailed to
UniformBarExam@nycourts.gov or mailed to Diane Bosse, chair, New York State Board
of Law Examiners, Corporate Plaza, Building 3,254 Washington Ave. Ext., Albany, NY,
12203-5195.

The deadline for comments is Nov. 7

Joel Stashenko can be reached at jstashenko@alm.com. Twitter: @JoelStashenko
Christine Simmons and Tania Karas contributed to this story.

Read more: http://www.newyorklawjournal.com/id=1202672451929/Court-System-
Seeks-Com ment-on-Ad opti nq- U n iform-Bar-Exa m#ixzz3 H CtDmTwf
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By Diane F. Bosse

^ 
rnong the ties that binct r¡s os lawyers is the shared

¡l\ expcrience of having taken thc Ncw Yurk bar
.Z I e*i,o. Whether we viewed it as a hazing or a rite
of passage, we all remernber that momenf in our quest for
admission to our chosen profession. But if you havcn't
been to a bar exan test site recently, you might not recog-
nize ihe place. The size and composition of blre candidate
pool, the ddministrâtive procedures and the test itsclf hove
changecl significantþ uver the yeani. This article rìe¡cribes
some of those clrangcs and reports on cilrrent initiatil'es.

15,745
T}at i-s the ntrrnber t¡f canriidates tested orr the Ncw York
bar exam tfi2012 - {,011 in Febtuary and 1.1,734 in July
Of thuse, 11,038 rvero ¡1racìttatcs of Amc¡ican Bar Asso-
ciation {ÂBr\)-approved law schools, and 4,675 received
their le6al education in fcrteign countries, The rcmninirrg
32 canclidates qtralified to take the exam basetl either on
gradtration f¡nm a non-¿\BÀ-approvecl law school plus
five years of practícel or one year of legal education ancl
a prescribecl periocl of la*' office stucly.2
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Þnne t toss¡ was appointed
by the Court of Appeak to the
New York State Board of Law
E¡aminers in 1998, after having
served ¿s a legal assÌstanl to
the Boart for 19 years She has

chaired the Bo¿rd since 200f. She

served on the Board ofTrustees
ofthe N¿tional Conference ol Bar
Ex¡miners flom 1999 to 2008
(Chair 2006-2007) and currently
co-chairs the Conference's Long

Range Planniag Commifiee, Ms,

Bosse is the lmmediate Past Chair
of the Accreditation Com¡nittee
of the Anericân Ear Associ¡tion
Section of Legat Educatíon and
Admksions to the Bar A graù-
ate of SUNY Buffalo Lavr School,

Ms. Bosse Ís of counsel to thê lävJ

firm of Hurwitz & Fine, P.C. She

has received many awardS most
recently the National (onference
Òf Bar Ex¿miners Chair's Awãrd
(2012) and the NY58As Aw¡rd
lor Excellence in Public Servìce
(2or o),

The grar{uates of Al}A-approved larv schools came
from 48 states and the District of Columbia and from 195
(o[ the then 201) ABA-app1¡o1's¿ 5sfroels. Nerv York law
schools accounted for ¿ hnost exactly half of all candidates
taking the exam who gracfuater{ from AB^À-approved
schools (5,514), with crut-of-state law schools contributing
the balance (5,524).

Thc forcign-ctlueate.l canclidalès s.itting for the New
York Lrar ex¿ìm irr 2012 canre from every comet of thc
globe - from Australia to Azerbaijau, Can;da to Camer-
oon, El Salvador to EfitÌes, lran to Iretand and Venczucla
to Vìufnam - I 25 count¡ìes in all.

Expansion of the Candidate Pool
Ove¡ thc last 15 years, thc nt¡mbe¡ of candidates sitting
for thc Ncw York bar exatn has incrcasecl by o:vet 4Ð"/o.

This lremc.ndous growth has been faeler{ primatily by
the influx of foreign-educatect law graduates seeking
admission to the Ncw York bar. Thc numbcr of Ioreign-
educatecl cahdidates sitting for our bar exaln irr 2012 was
t.75 times the size of that group in 1997. Now fully 30%

The New York Bar Exam
by the Numbers
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of all orrr canr{ic1.'rtes are foreign-educated.In 2rJ12,79% oÍ
all foreign-educated candjdates s'ho took a bar exam in
thc. United States t<¡ok the bar c.xam in Neu' York.3

More candidates frorn Chl'na now take thc Ncrv Ìbtk
bar exanr than from any oiher foreìgn countrv. From 2000
to 2072, fhe nitmbet of candicìales seeking acìmission ilt
New Yo¡k basc'd on thc'ir eriucation in China increased

by 636tt/". ln 2012, 846 Chinese-crlucatcd candidates took
the Nen, York bar exam, exceeding by far the next largcst
conntr]/ (ontingent - lhe 538 candidatc¡ hailing lrom the
United Kingclom. tr4'e are seeirrg significant increases in
Ihe number of candidates fronr Brazil, India, the Republic
of Korca, Ireland and Tãiwan. The number of canclidates
Irom thrl U.K. increased sli¡5htlv from 2000 to 2012; fho
numbers from Canacla, lsrael and Germany notably
declined.

Educatlonal Eligibility to Take
the NewYork Ðar Exam
Domestically Educated Candidates
The Court of Appeals has established the eclucational
eligibility reqrrirements to sit l-or tl'rc Nerv York bar
cxam.4 For dorrrestically educated candidatcs, undc'r Rtlle
520.3, graduation from an ABA-approveil law school i-c

requircd. Àn ABA-approved lar+- school is onc thai is
accreclíter.l by the Cor.rncil of thc ABA Sectic¡n of Legal
Education and Admissions to the Bar in accordancú wilh
the ABA Stanclards ancl Rules c¡f Procc'clure for Apprclval
of Law Schools (the Staneìards).-q A lar,r' school mtrst be
ìn full cornpliance with ali of thc' Stanclarcls tr: achieve'
full approval6 and is thc¡caftcr sr.rbject to annual intcrim
monitorÍng and a full sabbatical tet'iew three ycars af ter
the granting of full approval uncl every ser.'en yea.rs thc'¡c'-
afte¡-7

lVhile graduation from an ABA-appr<tt'ecl Iaw school
is necessary undcr the Court's Rule, it is not sufficient,
A lar.r' student intendin¡; to sit for the Nsw York bar
cxam must Íollow a course of strrdy that complies rr'ittr
tlre programmatic and instructiolal requirements of the
Rule.8 Recent amcndments hat'c servcd both to libcral-
izc (hc. Rulc ancl to largely confttlm it ttr the Stanelards.
H ow evor, som e si gnifì cant dilf ere'n ces rttnrain. Resp onrl -
ing to requests f¡om tlre Nelv Y.ork latr' schools to permit
mo¡e clinical legal edr.rcation, the Cotrrt amended the
Rule, now permitting a candidate to cottnt up to 30 credit
hours of clinical cou¡ses, ficlcl placement programs and
externshi¡'rs tou'ard the required 83 creclit honrs.e The

number anrì typc of distance edueation credits that may
be çountcd are limited,lO ancl the Rule requires two cred-
its of stud,v in professional responsibility.ll

Foreign-Educated Candidates
Rule 520.6 sets forth the educaticlnal requirements to .sit
for the New York bar exam basccl upon a ioreign lcgal

cducation.l2 Thcre are trvo primary routes by urhìch
foreign-educated candidates may qualifv to take our
exam, depencling upon whether the canclidate obtainecl
a first clegree in lalv in a common law or non-commen
lall'countrv.

.A candidatc rvho succcssfully complcted a program of
ie¡;a[ education in a common law country that was suf-
ficicnt tcl qualify thc can.didatc for admissi,rrn to practice
Jaw in the candidate's home country may sit for the bar
cxam in Nerv York, without further education, provided
that the program and cerurse of sttcly rvas substantively
änd durâtiünally equivaleÍt to that of an ABA;approved
law school.13

A ca¡diclate whose legal eriucation was in â non-com-
mon law cotlntry may qualify to sii for the Ner.v York bar
trxam if tht¡ canr{icf ate completed, ä progtâm ând cúursc of
stucìy [hat rvoulc{ qualify the candidate for adn'rission to
practice in the candidatcr's home collntÌy, and the cduca-
tion the candidate receivcd was either substantively or
dr"rrationally cquivalent to thât of an ABA-approved ìaw
schot¡I. Tvpically, that means that the candidate had three
years of )egaleclucation. The substantive cìeficiency may
then be cured by successfully completing an LL.M. pro-
gram of ritudy in the United States.14

The ABA does not accredit LL.M, progtams. It acqrtì-
esces in the estalrlishment of such pro¡5rams, p.rovided
the proposed program does not detract from the school's
ability to maintain a J.D. program that nreetft the requíre-
rnents of the Standards.t$

Nc¡n' York regulatcs the content of LL.M. programri
that a¡c intcnded to qrrali$r the studônt to take thc bar
exam in New York. Among the requirement$ are a mini-
mum ol 24 credit hotrrs, including spcrcified numbcrs of
creclit hours in legal rescarch and wrìtíng, professional
responsibiiity, American legal studies and other corrrses
in srrbjects tested on the Nelv York bar exam.16

The eligibility rules in Ne¡v York c{o not requiie for-
eign admission as a prerequisite for sitting for the ha¡
exam. In lxan1: çe¡¡1ries, legal education (which is oftcn
undergracluate erlucatíon) mnst be follou'ed bv a periclcl of

"TIrcre is no end to education, It is not tlmt ylu rend ø hook, pçISg

ün {xnminatian, nnd finish zuith education, The whole af life, frorn the
moment yau øre born to the monxent ylu die, is ø process of lenrning."

- Iídclu Krishnamurti
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ùnlploymLìnt under a pr¿rcticc contract and/or rec¡uitcs
p.rssing a bar c'xam wilh such a lor.r. passingl:atc'that
admission to practice in Nelv York is ofte'n mcr¡c rcad-
ily acìrievecì than admíssinn in thc c¿¡ndieiate's home
coLrntrv,

lvlan,v oI the Iorcign-etlucafed c¡rndidates rulro sit for
thc Nevv York bar cxam do not do sa 1\'ith thtr inir.'ntion
of practicing la'tr' in Nelv 'rbrk; rather, admissíon t¡: the
Now York bar ìs a valnecJ crcìdL'ntiâl for iclb seckc'¡s in
intr'rnational law firms aroun¡"1 the n'orld. Ne'lv York lau'
is thc lan' of choicc in many intcrnational contracts, anrl
ar"lmission to practice in Nc¡v York enhances enrplov-
ment opportr¡nities for m¡nv fclrcign-edrrcated la¡ç
gracluates.

Passlng Rates
Domesticall y Eclucated Candidates
Our mt-rst closelv r,¿atchecl statistic Ìs the onc tlrat tells
us how the Mnv gradrratcs of ou¡ Nerv York law sch<¡ols
perform in July, when the'y take the bar exan for the first
time. That passing ratt¡ has ranged ove¡ the past five
vcars f¡orn a high of 91'¿ä in 2008 tcr a low of 859i' last ycar
* an impressive slrowing, ancl a c¡edit to the high quality
of legal education offerccl in Nevr, York. The passing r:atc
of graduates of or.rt-of-state AFA lan' schools taking the
July Nc't' lbrk bar exam for the first tímc has 'r¡aricd ovcr
that same time períocl from a high rif 90"1, tt't 2008 to a lon'
t>f 82"¡ last vear 17

Forei gn-Edutated Canctida tes
In 2012, among forcign-educatecl canclid¿rtes, lhc firsþ
time taker passing rate rvas 14îi, anrJ the overall passing
tate was 349'u, rvhich ¡ates are l¡crth consistent 'rvith the
ye¿ìr-to-ycar performance of that group. Ëlcven countrìcs
sent 100 or m(lre c.1ndi!"late$ to take onr bar c'xam in 2012,
rvìth the follrwin¡; rcstrlts:

Content änd Structure of the Bar Exam
Ths' bar exam is a two-da¡; test clesigned to assess mini-
murrt competelrcc. lVe sample thc candidate's knorvlcdge
orì.ân array of snbjccts covercrd by the liccnsc. Thc inquiry
is broad btrt ¡r¡i very deep.

On the fir.st clal., candìd¿ies take live essay ancl 50
multiple-choicc qrrcstions, gcneralll' based on Nclv Y¡r'k
Jal¿ anr-l the ir,fr¡ltistate Performance Test (MPT). The
Ncw York que-\tions test tlresc subjccts: Contracts; lVcw
Yrrrk and Ëederal Const.itulional Lar+'; Criminal Lai.r';
'Ër,idcnce; Reaì Propc'rty; lorts; Business Rclatícrnships;
Conflict of Larvs; Crinrinal Procedure; Family Lalv;
Rcmedies; Norv Yclrk arrcl Fcderal Civil Jurisdiction and
Procedr"rrc; P¡ofcssional Rcsponsibility; Trusts, Wi Lls an d
Esti:tcs; ancì UCC Àrticlcs 2, 7 and 9. The scopc of the
test r's definecl by the Cr¡ntent C)utline, available on our
$rc'bsite.l8 Wc ìnvite commeììts regarding the Outlinclg
anr-l spccifically oncourage cummcnts as to wh¡t nctr.
Iíìu¡yers nced to know for effcctive practìce ancl where
Ner¡¡ York larr- nrav vary from the conrmon law and/or
prevailing \tien's.

'Ihc MPT is a tcst of larvycring skills dcvclopcd by
[he Nation¡1 Conlerence of Bar Examiners (NCBE). The
candidate Ís gi"icrn a set of filc m¿rterials and a libror¡.' t<r

use in complr:tìrrg an assigned task.2tl
Candiclatcs are able to iypc thcir essay answers ¡lnd

thei¡ an¡;r.r'e rs to thc MPT using l;rptop computcrs.z:l ()ver
809í' oi thc c¿rrdidates avaii themsclv,es of that option,
to the relief of the 42 attornel.s selectect from around the
sttrtu. [o gradc thc trxam.

C)tr the sect)nd clat¡ of testing, car.rdidates take fhe Mul-
tistate Bar Examinotion (MBE), a mrrltiplu-choice exam
developed by the NCI)Ë, It contains 200 questions on
Contra cts, Constitu tjonal l,a¡,r., Crimina I Lalr.', Evitl r,.n cc,
Real Propcrtt' ancl Tr¡ts. Cir.'il Proceclurc will be aclclrlci t<l

the míx in 2015.22

Current Developments
Two national initiatives deserve bric'f mention. The
Unifclrm Bar Examination (UBE),23 adcrptccì irr '1 3 states,
consists of thc MBE, MI'T and the Multist¡rtu Essav
Ëxamination, a tratttry of tests designed to measure
frrndamcntal lcgal knorrlcdge and lalryering skills.
The score achìevetl ru thc bar exam in one jurisdìction
calì be transported to ånc)ther, aliowing a neu' larvvc'lÌ
to ¡;aìn admission in anothor jurisrliction rvìthout tak*
ing another bar: r'-xam., providcd thc scorc. satisJic's thc
importin¡; jurisc{iction's passing score and the canclidate
complctes local tcsting ancllcir CL.E anrl charactcr and
fitnr.ss rcguirr,'rnc'nls, That portability is a lvorthy goal,
especiall,v in thc currcnt joh market, and the Boarcl of
Lalv Exanriners ìs irll>rvin¿¡ the progres$ of this mrrvc-
ment rcith great interest.

Anothcr current national initiativc ìs a content validi-
ty strt(-ly being lrnclt.rtakcn try NCBE. Thc first step in tht:
pr'ocess rvas a jc>b analysis, completetl in2072.24 ldenti-
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fied thrcrngh that analysis rverc thc tasks, knorvlcdge
cìomains, skills and abilities that nerv lalvvcrs ri¡.ted as

sì¡;nificant in their practiccs. Thc rcsults trf that analysis
arc now being conside¡ed as the bar exam of the future
is imagined.

Conclusion
Next fuly, if you see le¡¡icrns of r;oung peoplc around
the Javits Center in Ncrv York, thc Empirc Statc lrlaza
in Albany or the Convcntinn Center in Bttffalo wear-
ing gr:c'en n'ristbancls and carry-íng clear plastic one-
gallon bag.s containing their n¡orldl)' goods (minus cell
phones, iPcrds, highlighters and other prohibitecl iiems2s),
rcmcmbcr back to thc day r¿ou cndu¡od the ritual
and give them a warm welcome to the protession. t
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Appendix D

New York State Bar Association

Committee on Legal Education and Admission to the Bar

Comments Received about the New York Court of Appeals Proposal to Adopt the
Uniform Bar Exam (UBE)

Gomment 1- I share the concern of others that we do not compromise the NY portion of
the exam. Those coming from elsewhere who wish to come to the New York to take the
exam need to know that they cannot use the federal rules of practice and they need to
know the CPLR. So how the BOLE will handle the specifics of NY law is a legitimate
and significant issue.

Comment 2- Concerns/Questions. I may have more to add later.

1 - Fairness of timing with not enough notice to the current graduating students who are
already preparing for the current NY Bar Exam.

2 - Fairness of timing with not enough notice to some law faculty who need to revise
syllabi to better reflect the difference in the exams.

3 - Fairness of timing for students who have already made non-refundable deposits to
commercial bar prep courses, not all of whom are experienced in the UBE.

4 - Unclear as to how truly "portable" the UBE is:

a) if it is true that other states will follow NY's lead on this, then willthe "follower"
states also add an equivalent of the 50 question New York Law Exam, making it a
requirement that you still have to pass a state-specific exam in other states?

b) since each state can set their own pass-rate, will NY's be higher or the highest,
so if you pass NY you are guaranteed to be able to practice in other UBE states? lf the
answer is yes, how does this relate to the current bar pass cut-ofi in NY?

5 - UBE jurisdictions tend to charge up to 4 times the cost of the bar exam in NY. What
js the fee NY will have to pay to administer the UBE and how much more can students
expect to pay in the future?

6 - Currently, the NYBOLE posts sample answers to essays on their website. These
are written by candidates under test conditions and represent answers/responses with
high scores, The UBE essays posted are model answers that appear to be written by



examiners, not test-takers under testing conditions. This kind of assistance is not the
same

7 - lt is unclear what exactly "portability" means - according to the NCBE website, each
jurisdiction decides for how long the UBE score will be recognized. Does this mean the
score is only portable for a period of 1 to 3 years? There may be a perception that once
you pass the UBE you can practice anywhere anytime.

8 - Why are the UBE essay questions better than the current NYBE questions? How do
they test better competency to practice law in NY?

9 - Why could there not be a choice to take either or both the current NYBE and the
UBE. For example, give the UBE on Day three of the NYBE for those who think they
would like a more "portable" license? lt seems that since NY is tacking on the NYLE,
and other states may follow suit, it could be impossible to have something truty easily
portable...more hoops may be coming down the road.

10 - lf implementation were delayed, wouldn't it give NY a chance to see whether this
proposed change gets traction in other states as well? Wouldn't NY be giving up a lot if
no one followed or followed in a way that would truly serve the employment goals of
students who desire to live/practice in NY and the Northeast?

'11- How many NY lawyers are currently also licensed in the 14 UBE states?

12 - How many NY law firms also have offices in the 14 UBE states?

No one has yet asked how the new mix of bar components with new percentages will
affect the bar pass rate. There will surely be a difference when you increase the MBE
and decrease the essays. Has NY investigated whether there have been changes to
the bar pass rates in the jurisdictions adopting the UBE? I happen to know that there
have been significant changes in at least one jurisdiction -- North Dakota. lt is unclear
whether it is directly attributable to adoption of the UBE but the timing would seem to
indicate that it is a factor.

Comment 3- Stripped down, this is really about the essays, since NY already uses the
multi-state for the majority of the multiple choice questions and uses the MPE as well.

Personally, I feel strongly that the NY essays should be retained, and that use of the
multi-state for the multiple choice and the MPE is sufficient overlap. I do not thínk folks
who take an exam elsewhere should be able to "transfer" that score to NY and pursue
admission subject only to taking a brief multiple-choice test.



I would endorse portability of the multi-state score, but only in a context where
subsequent applicants to NY have to pass not only the NY multiple choice but also the
NY essays. I understand that because of the way in which the essay scores are
"scaled" this is a methodologically more complicated alternative that it might seem.

I am particularly troubled by the suggestion that foreign-educated candidates might
begin to take the "natíonal" examination in other jurisdictions which are not prepared to
admit them to practice and then Íf they get a "passing" score decide to opt into taking a
very limited NY multiple choice examination in NY for which a brief cram course might
well suffice.

I would also add, on the other hand, that shifting to the National Bar exam for some or
almost all of the NY exam might hasten the option of taking the exam (or that portion of
the exam) after the second year.

While these are my personal opinions, I have no idea how the Committee as a group
may feel, and I write to provoke the circulation of written comments by Committee
members and see whether there is a sufficiently common position that the Committee
might fruitfully prepare a Committee comment on the proposal, which presents a very
important policy issue.

Comment 4- Does anyone know who grades the UBE? ls it done by the National
Board, or do the individual state BEs grade it?

I also am troubled about retaining only the multiple-choice poftion for one hour. While I

am not opposed to use of the UBE and the shortening of a NYLE pottion, I would like
there to be at least one essay required, preferably on New York practice, which is
significantly different from the procedure of all other states, most of which use a
variation of the Federal Rules. ¡MHO, the current multiple choice portion always
seemed like a rather insignificant poñion of the New York bar exam, and it seems
strange to be the portion the bar examiners would want to keep.

Comment 5- Without going through the comments sent to the group, I want to express
my suppod for this initiative, I think it has been well thought through and works for all
constituencies. Whatever views might be, and I am not certain what the group meeting
on this would be aimed at, I want to let people know that if the thought is to submit some
'committee position' comment, I do not support that.

I am not suggesting there was any pre discussion in the committee. I am suggesting
that individuals should absolutely give comments to the court and state board of bar
examiners. I am not supporting a'group' comment staked on the Committee.



I think there is plenty of time to adjust if there is adjustment-the students are not going
to be prejudiced by this. Maybe some faculty who have courses that only aim at the NY
Bar might not. This is a huge benefit to students in all fronts and the cut score issue is
always there. lf the Cut score is held where it is, on a statement of the board of bar
examiners, it may in fact help on that - though of course nothing is forever. The scores
are porlable, as I understand it. Not just the "pass".

This gives tremendous help to students, including the ability to re take just the NY
portion of the exam if you have passed the UBE but failed the NY portion. lN addition, it
is good to have the NY questions focused.

I don't know what to think about the holistic approach to bar exams. I am not persuaded
by New Hampshire, not because it doesn't work there, but because we all have our own
ideas of holistic.

ln any event, I do hope you put comments to the Board as they want. I think they will be
taken seriously.

My comments would support the move. I know change is change and it is never
seamless, but students are benefited, and I don't think for one minute that the people of
the state are going to be harmed if the bar examiners are able to do what they say will
be done in the short questions.

Comment 6- I have spent years preparing bar candidates for the New York essays, and
I am also acquainted with the Multistate Essay Exam as well as with the essay exams of
other states, and the proposal to use the MBE troubles me. I do not believe the MEE,
which is the essay part of the UBE, is a substitute for the New York essays. The New
York essays are simply tougher, and they demand more knowledge of law, than the
essays on the MEE. And just to take one key New York subject, so long as New York
uses the CPLR, no one should be admitted to the bar here who has not studied the
CPLR in a serious way, regardless of his or her intended area of practice.

Comment 7- Without knowing in detail the issues considered by the Couft and the
BOLE, it seems there is much to commend this proposed reform. Having said that, l'm
afraid that there is not sufficient time for us to understand the proposal and its
implications and reach consensus as a committee before the comments are due.

Given the short time frame for comments, perhaps it is best left to individuals and/or law
schools to decide whether they want to submit comments.

'Comment 8- A 2011 article in the Bar Examiner states that each jurisdiction grades its
own essays according to the NCBE rubric.



http://unnnv.ncbex.org/assets/media files/Bar-Examiner/articlesl2011/80031 l Early.pdf
The MEE and MPT scores are then scaled to the MBE.

The change would be adding an additional MPT and significantly reducing the number
of areas of law tested on the essays (MEE tests the MBE subjects plus business
associations, conflicts of law, family law and trusts and estates). Both Family Law and
Trusts and Estates are very specialized subjects in New York (although now with "no-
fault divorce," perhaps less so). The differences in New York civil procedure, criminal
law and criminal procedure would be left to multiple-choice questions. We would also
lose administrative law, which was just added. This subject is a substantial practice
area (benefits, labor and employment), and is a large part of the work of legal serviies,
which may also effect pro bono work,

Comment 9- Thirty days to comment on this seems unusually short, especially
considering the importance of the matter. Does anyone have any insight as to whether
there ís even a possibility of getting the comment period extended?

I agree somewhat with proponents of the proposal in that it might allow students more
flexibility in pursuing job opportunities. And, the reality is, many lawyers already engage
in multi-state practice, That said, I think it is important that prospective New York
attorneys be forced to study and continue be tested on certain basics of New York law,
with particular emphasis on demonstrating familiarity with the CPLR. Moreover, to the
extent not already tested, I believe prospective New York attorneys should be tested to
demonstrate familiarity with the New York State court system and jurisdiction of the
various courts.

My comment was simply expressing the view of a practitioner and what practitioners
want are attorneys familíar with the CPLR as well as the structure and a familiarity with
the New York State court system.

Accordingly, I don't know if there has been any previous dialogue between our
committee and the "powers that be" on this issue/proposal. I know it was not mentioned
at the committee meeting last month. lf there was no prior dialogue with our committee
on this, I would find that quite disappointing as I would hope that those with authority
over this issue would want to get input from the NYSBA, as the largest state bar
association representing tens of thousands of practitioners.

Commeirt 10- Here's my two cents:

I certainly agree that there are real and significant benefits to a uniform bar exam. I do,
however, have three sets of concerns:



1. I'm appalled at the speed with which this is being implemented. Law schools have
geared their curriculum to the current bar exam and it seems quite unfair not to give

. students at least a full year's notice so that their course selection can reflect this major
change.

2. I worry whether a uniform bar exam will ultimately lead to a uniform cut score. I

understand that that is not being proposed at this time, but the benefits of portability,
etc. are lost if states have ditferent cut scores. And, any push to make the cut score
uniform will almost certainly lead to an increase in the passing score, which, as has
been demonstrated in NY, will produce a disparate racial impact.

3. I also worry that adopting a uniform bar exam undercuts the effort to rethink licensing
in a more holistic manner. While adopting the UBE doesn't necessarily preclude a state
from considering a more practice-based, performance-based model of licensing (e.9.
N.H.), it does, at least symbolically, detract from that effort.

Gomment 11- I will defer to the Committee also, However, I agree in considering the
proposal to switch to the UBE and various proposals to alter the bar exam in connection
with the Kenney Report.

Gomment 12- lt would be useful to know what we discussed previously on this subject,
if anything-

Comment 13 - I recallthat extensive research was done when NY increased the bar
pass score from 660 to 665. The following is the link to the NYBOLE's press release
that summarizes the extensive research undertaken by the NCBE to assess the impact.
http ://www. nyba rexa m. o rg/p ress/s u m m a ry. pdf

I think that NY should request that research be undertaken: (1) with regard to the
jurisdictions which have adopted the UBE to see if there has been a change in the bar
pass rate and (2) a statistical equating of NY's bar takers over the past three years to
see whether the students who passed the NY bar exam would have passed given the
proposed UBE revised component percentages, specifically with the increase in the
MBE score to 50%, the decrease in the essays to 30%, and the doubling of the MPT to
20%.

How we can be expected to proceed without this information is astonishing and without
precedent.

Comment circulated 101221201 4



Others have already eloquently aÉiculated theír views regarding what seems to be an
artificial sense of urgency to consider and implement this proposal by next year, and I

share those concerns. This is a significant change, with many potential ramifícations,
and I think it deserves more study and consideration than two months at the end of a
busy year will afford. Notwithstanding the Chief Judge's desire to see this implemented
in 2015, I would urge the LEAB Committee to consi{er pressing for an additional year,
both from the standpoint of providíng more time to'study and consider the proposal, but
also out of a sense of fairness to current law students, who may have planned their
schedules (and, in some cases, already pre-registered for bar review courses) based on
the current exam format. My second comment relates to how, assuming that we do
move toward a uniform bar exam Ín the near future, the many New York-specifíc
provisions of law would be tested, in order to ensure that admittees are fully competent
to practice in this state. My own memories, having gone to law school in another state,
of being astonished at the complexities of the CPLR and terrified at the prospect of
having to master them by July, are still fairly vivid after 35 years, and while I don't
necessarily wish that experience on current aspirants to the New York bar, I think it is
part of what is required to prepare someone to practice law here. I think this second
comment supports the need to have a full discussion that includes law schools, law
firms, students and practitioners, which deserves more time than would be available if
this has to be implemented next year.
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New York Considers Adopting Uniform Bar Exam

The Uniform Bar Exam - UBE - has been adopted in 14 jurisdictions thus far (Alabama,
Alaska, Arizona, Colorado, ldaho, Minnesota, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, New
Hampshire, Notth Dakota, Utah, Washington, and Wyoming) but it hasn't yet gotten its
big break.

That day may soon arrive.

The New York State Board of Law Examiners is recommending to the New York Court
of Appeals that the state adopt the UBE, adding only a 50 question, multiple choice, one
hour test of New York law to be administered on day two. The New York Court of
Appeals has now issued a Request for Public Comment.

I wonder about the potential impact of New York adopting the UBE, even under these
terms. First, it would surely be a big win for the National Conference of Bar Examiners,
Second, if the UBE spreads, it might significantly increase the portability of bar
admission. Third, íf the UBE becomes the dominant form of bar examination, there will
be even less incentive for law schools to teach anything but a national law curriculum.

There are still questions here. First and foremost relates to this 50 question New York
bar exam. Will students be forced to study just as many New York topics, with the
same intensity, in order to pass New York? Will 100% dependence on a high-speed
multiple choice component for state law uniquely disadvantage ceñain applicants?

This is worth watching. New York is considering adopting the UBE as early as July,
2015. Comments are due by November 7,2014.
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Ask The Professor: New York And The Uniform Bar Exam

By Joseph Marino

New York has always been the vanguard when it comes to making legal precedent.
When Justice Benjamin Cardozo left the New York Court of Appeals to join the U.S.
Supreme Court, many viewed it as a step backwards. New York is proposing adopting
the Uniform Bar Exam (UBE).

ls this a step backwards or a move fonryard for New York and the rest of the country?

For those unfamiliar, first adopted in 2011, the UBE is a uniform bar exam that is
prepared by the National Conference of Bar Examiners and is administered, graded,
and scored by 14 U.S. jurisdictions. The exam, like all other bar exams, tests knowledge
and skills that every lawyer should be able to demonstrate prior to becoming licensed to
practice law. The UBE exam has three components: (1) the Multistate Essay
Examination (MEE), multi-subject essays that test legal reasoning; (2) the Multistate
Performance Test (MPT), a closed uníverse writing assignment that is similar to what
they have you do as a 1L in legal writing class; and (3) the Multistate Bar Examination
(MBE), a 2O0 multiple choice question exam testing seven subjects. Much like the
Multistate Professional Responsibility Exam (MPRE), each student's score on the UBE
exam is portable, meaning that the student may submit the score to any other UBE
jurisdiction as part of the attorney admission process. While the UBE is administered
uniformly, each individualjurisdiction sets its own passing score and continues to
decide who may sit for the bar exam and who will be admitted.

Such a drastic change in the composition of the bar exam in New York is not without
precedent. When the New York Board of Law Examiners adopted the MBE, only a
handful of states were using it. However, as soon as New York adopted the MBE, the
rest of the country quickly joined. As Erica Moeser, President of the National
Conference of Bar Examiners said, the UBE's development has been "awaiting a state
that'has a lot of candidates, to provided that springboard for other larger jurisdictions to
come aboard." New York would be that state.

ls this good or bad?

Many see the switch from a state specific exam to the UBE as beneficial in that the
scores will be portable and will allow students to better pursue job opportunities.



Further, it would allow law firms and other prospective employers to draw from larger
pools of law students with the increased "portability" of where they can practice.

But will there be unintended consequences? Passing the New York bar exam was a
special achievement, something uníque. That panache will be lost. (But who wants to be
snobby anyway?) More ímportantly, will this make for an even tougher job market in
New York? A person can sit for the exam in Arizona and apply for jobs in New York.
The job market may be better for the rest of the country, but will it make the New York
market impossible to get employed in? Further, what is the incentive to come to a
school in New York? Why pay the high cost of tuition at an unranked New York law
school when you can study in Colorado? Can these schools in New York survive the
UBE?

Only time will tell if this is good for New York and/or the rest of the country.

Professor Joseph Marino has been a fixture in the world of legal education for the past
40 years. Whether you're just starting law school, about to take the bar, or an attorney
in need of CLE, he and Marino Legal Academy are here to help. He is the Director of
Marino Bar Review and the Marino lnstitute for Continuing Legal Education. He writes a
bímonthly column, Ask the Professor. Visit the Maríno CLE page on ATL, connect with
him on Linkedln and Facebook, or email him via info@marinolegal.com.
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Declining Nationwide Bar Exam Pass Rates
By MARINO iJ.Aiì HËViÊw

The bar pass rates have been dropping nationwide, particularly in states administering the Uniform Bar

Exam (UBE). Pass rates have declined (dramatically in some cases) from the July 2013 bar exam to the

July 2014 bar exam in the majority of the UBE states. The pass rate for people taking the bar exam

dropped a whopping 22"/o in Montana, 15.2% in ldaho, and 1 3% in Norlh Dakota. The pass rate is down

7 .71" and 7.5% in Arizona and Washington, respectìvely. Other UBE states reporting a lower pass rate

include Alabama, Wyoming, and Utah. While there are a few states that have yet to report their 2014 pass

rates, the trend is clear: people are failing the bar exam at higher rates across the country.

This news is troubling, not only for those unsuccessful examinees who will have to retake the bar exam,

but it is cause for great concern for law schools across the country. Has something gone wrong to result

in such a dramatic decline in the number of people who are passing the bar exam? How are the big bar

review courses responding to severe drops in pass rates across the country?

Most bar rêview courses offer a free repeat of thêir course to unsuccessful applicants, but is it wise to

stick with something that didn't work the first time? Marino Bar Review offers a unique Retaker

Course for the New York and New Jersey bar exams,

The Retaker Course is specifically designed for people retaking the bar exam. The course, which includes

3 hours of personal tutoring, trains previously unsuccessful examinees to pass bar exam. ln the midst of

declining pass rates across the country, Marino Bar Review students maintained a 96% bar exam pass

rate.



Suffolk County Bar Association E-Alert

What's the Big Hurry to Adopt the UBE?

By John L. Buonora

The Uniform Bar Examination, or UBE, having currently been adopted by 14 states, is a
uniform licensing examination consisting of a Multi-State Bar examination (MBE), the
Multi-State Essay Examination (MEE) and Multi-State Performance TEST (MPT).
Currently New York State does conduct an MBE and the MPT. In addition the New York
State Bar Examination also consists of five essays and 50 multiple choice items dealing
with New York Law.

Before I get into too many complicated details and esoterica allow me to get to the main
point of this article which is...What's the Big Hurry to Adopt the UBE in New York? On
October 6th of this year the proposed new rules were circulated. Chief Judge Jonathan
Lippman, a strong advocate for the proposed changes, summoned the deans of New
York's law schools who basically learned for the first time that the Chief Judge planned
to implement the adoption of the new UBE in time for the July 2015 Bar Examination.
He asked members of the Bar for comments which are to be submitted by November
9th.The Chief Judge also stated as quoted in the New York Law Journal that the change
could be adopted by late November. This writer, like so many fellow members of the

Suffolk County Bar Association first learned of the proposed change on October 7th
from a New York Law Journal article and an E-Blast from SCBA President Bill Ferris
that same day. Proponents of the change claim that it would make it easier for
graduating students to seek employment in states other than from where they took the
bar exam and that it would standardize testing nationwide. This seems to be a big
selling point for the change.

The reality is, in this writer's opinion, that most students in our region's law schools such
as Touro, St. John's, Brooklyn Law, New York Law, CUNY, Pace, Albany Law and
Hofstra to name a few will never practice anywhere but in New York State. Even
proponents of the change acknowledge that those students would not benefit from the
change.

It may well be that the UBE will be adopted in New York State, it certainly appears to be
fast tracked. But why the rush? There are many questions that need to be answered.
Firstly, it must be understood that adoption of the UBE does not mean that if an
examinee passes the test in his/her home state that they will be automatically admitted
in another UBE state.



Another thing to understand is that porlability, the ability to apply bar passage to another
state, is not for a lifetime. Depending on the UBE jurisdiction, an examinee would have
to apply for admission in the transferring state within anywhere from eighteen months to
five years. States such as New York could still require a portion of the examination to be
dedicated to testing the examinee's knowledge of its laws. Yet it would appear to me
that adopting the UBE would force New York law schools to teach less about New York
substantive law and procedure and more about generic or Federal law principles.

Perhaps the most significant problem created by the proposed change is that students
who will be taking the July 2015 bar exam have already completed most of their law
school education and are already taking bar review courses preparing them for the
current New York bar exam. Students experience enough anxíety and sleepless nights
over the upcoming bar exam. This situation will only worsen as they, to use a cliché,
have to switch horses in mid-stream, lt would seem to make more sense that if the
change is adopted, whatever the final form, ideally it should start for current entering 1L
students or, at the very least, giving students and educators a minimum of one full year
to prepare for implementation.

It's interesting to note that of the fou¡1een states that have adopted the UBE only two
are east of the Mississippi, Alabama and New Hampshire. Even assuming that a New
York educated student were to seek employment in another state the pickings are slim.
The closest are the aforementioned New Hampshire followed by Alabama. Also
interesting is that of the most influential states in the country none have adopted the
UBE. ln addítion to New York, California, Florida, lllinois and Texas have not adopted
the UBE. UBE's proponents argue that if New York gets on board others will soon
follow. I have to wonder whether this is an argument on the merits or one of civic ego or
pride to be the first of the "influencers" to adopt the change. There are many other UBE
issues that need to be looked into but the purpose of this article is not to "get into the
high grass" debating these many issues. As Ross Perot once famously said "the devil is
in the details". (One issue for instance is the question of fees. lt seems that proponents
claim that test takers will save money by taking a "uniform" test. Not necessarily so.
Right now the fee to take the New York state Bar examination is $250.00. I'm told that
the fee for the UBE could rise to $750.00 to $1,000.00 in New York and the exam taker
may face similar fees in other states).

Proponents of the UBE have amassed quite a bit of literature in support of their
argument going back to the year 2010 or so but there doesn't seem to be any history of
debate pros and cons readily available. With all due respect, I wonder if these folks only
talk to each other. Giving the bar one month to consider an issue that most members
have been blissfully ignorant of just doesn't seem right.



It may be that New York's ad adoption of the UBE may be a good thing. But it could very
well be a bad thing, especially for so many of our students who are antícipating taking
the July 2015 bar exam. We just don't know. We don't have enough information and so
little time to respond to it.

What's the big hurry?



WSJ Blog

New York Weighs Overhaul of Bar Exam

ByJacob Gershman

Associated Press

New York is debating whether to replace its bar exam with a nationally administered
and graded standardized test - a switch that could happen as early as next summer -that could make it easier for young lawyers to move in and out of New York witho.ut
having to take another grueling test.

The judges on New York's highest court are weiqhinq a proposal to adopt what is
known as the Uniform Bar Examination, which is now used by 14 states.

Lawyers who've passed the uniform exam in one state can transfer their score to
another participating jurisdiction - with some limiting exceptions.

Were New York to adopt the test, it would roughly triple the number of uniform test-
takers across the country, The switch could happen quickly. lt could be administered to



students now in their final year of law school as early as July 2015. The New York Court
of Appeals is expected to vote on the plan after a public comment period ending next
month.

"New York would be a national leader as the first large state in terms of bar applicants
to administer this test," states the proposal by the New York State Board of Law
Examiners, which operates under the auspices of the Court of Appeals. The board says
the uniform exam would expand "employment opportunities for lawyers throughout the
nation."

The potential impact on New York's bar passage rate isn't clear. The state's cut-off
score for its existing two-day test is relatively low. The board suggests a minimum
passing score of 266 for the uniform test, lower than the score set by most states that
use the exam,

The combined passage rate in 2013 for test-takers in those 14 states was77.4o/o,
aecord ino to data from the National Conference of Bar Examiners, which prepares the
uniform exam. New York's passage rate is 64.1o/o. Bar officials say New York's lower
rate reflects the large numbers of foreign-educated candidates sitting for the test there

The uniform test under consideration in New York isn't entirely portable

A person who barely passes the New York test might not make the cut in states with a
higher threshold, including Arizona, Colorado and Washington. New York would also
require bar candidates to pass an hour-long New York law-specific portion, consisting of
rnultiple-choice questions.

Patricia Salkin, dean of Touro College's law school on Long lsland, told Law Blog that
New York ought to take more time before plunging ahead.

She said she feared that the switch could be jolting for third-year students who are
preparing to take the current exam.

Diane Bosse, who heads the state's examiners board, says the impact on those
students would be minimal because of the overlap of content between the tests.
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Alaska July 2014 5 years 280 X X X $800
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-. 37 months

Minnesota Ut EFebruary 2014 36 months 260 X X X $950
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New Hampshire February 2014 3years/5years 270 X X X $7oo
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Utah February 201 3 18 months/5years 270 X X X $550 / $850

' 40 moriths

Wyoming July 2013 3 years 270 X X X $600

"Jurisdictions may accept transferred UBE scores prior to their date of first UBE administration. See Chart 6, pages 20-21, for which jurisdictions cur-
rently accept UBE scores from other jurisdictions.

tA jurisdiction-specific component is a separate test, course, or some combination of the two that is administered by a UBE jurisdiction to assess candi-
date knowledge of jurisdiction-specific law- The component can be offered live or online.

t See supplemental remarks for time parameters within which an MPRE score must be earned or achieved,
** Plus NCBE report fee

BE scòre)?

Alabama ThetransferredUBEscorewill bevalidforaperiodof25monthsaftertakingtheUBEinthejurisdictioninwhichthetransferredscorewas
earned.

Alaska 5 years preceding the date of application to the Alaska Bar Association.

Arizona 5 years prìor to taking oath in ArÌzona.

Colorado Applicants with UBE scores older than 2 years may apply for admission based on the UBE score plus a period of full{ime law practice in a
jurisdiction that allows admission on motion to Colorado attorneys. For UBE scores earned more than 2 years but less than 3 years ago, law practlce
requirement is at least 1 year; for UBE scores earned more than 2 years but less than 4 years ago, law practice requirement is at least2 years; for
UBE scores earned more than 3 years but less than 5 years ago, law practice requirement is at least 3 years.

Missouri 24 months precedìng date of the application.

Nebraska 5 years from UBE score release date.

New Hampshire An applicant who earned a UBE score more than 3 years but less than 5 years prior to the date the motion for admission by trans-
fened UBE score was filed must establish that he or she has been primarily engaged in the active practice of law for at least 2years in another state,
territory, or the District of Columbia, in which the applicant was a member in good standing and authorized to practice law during the entire 2-year
period.



North Dakota 2 years from the date of the exam in the jurisdiction where UBE score was earned,

Utah Utah accepts all UBE scores received within 3 prior exams (approximately 1B months). For applicants with UBE scores that are older than 3
prior exams, Utah will accept UBE scores for up to 5 years with proof of the full{ime practice of law.

score?E

Alabama Beginning with the July 2014 bar examination, the minimum passing UBE score will be 256. (The February 2014 examination consisted of
the UBE and the Alabama Essay Examination IAEE]; the transferred UBE score was combined with the applicant's scaled written score on the AEE.
The UBE score was weighted 80% and the AEE was weighted 20% to determine the combined score. An applicant must have achieved at least a
256 combined score.)

Alabama Applicants for the Februa ry 2014 examination were required to complete the Alabama Essay Examination (AEE), a 6-question, 3-hour
examination administered the day prior to the UBE. Beginning with the July 2014 examination, the AEE will be eliminated and applicants will be
required to complete a course on Alabama law.

Ar¡zona Online course on Arizona law is required prior to admission for all applicants,

Missouri Rules require an open-book online test, the Missouri Educational Component Test (MECT), for applicants to complete as a condition of
licensure. Review materials are posted to assist applicants.

Montana Montana Law Semina¡ attendance ls required prior to admission. The course is offered the day after ihe bar exam.

Washington Washington Law Component WLC) is an open-book, timed, online multiple-choice test with Washington-specific study materials
available online to review prior to and during the test.

whíc'h an MP SGO[EREWithin

Alabama Applicants must successfully complete the MPRE no earlier than 12 months before the UBE was taken in the transferring jurisdiction
and no later than 25 months from time the first Academic Bar Examination is taken.

Alaska Within I years of filing an application.

Arizona Within 2 years before the successful bar examination or within 5 years after a UBE in which the applicant earned the minimum passing
score required by Arizona.

Colorado MPRE scores may be earned no more than 2 years prior to filing application. MPRE need not be completed prior to filing an
application.

ldaho No time lirnit,

Missouri No time limit.

Montana MPRE scores of 80 or better are good for 3 years.

Nebraska 5 years after the release of the passing score,

New Hampshire No time limit.

North Dakota Within 5 years of filing an application.

Utah No time limit.

Washington No more than 3 years after or 3 years before successful UBE.

Wyoming 3 years before transfer to Wyoming; 'l month after.

ldaho $500ifnotadmittedasattorneyinanotherjurisdiction; $6g0ifadmittedasattorneyinanotherjurisdiction.

Montana $150 for non-attorneys or attorneys with less than 1 year of practice experience, $400 for attorneys with 1 or more years of practice
experience.

Utah $550 if not admitted in another jurisdiction: $850 if admitted in another jurisdiction.

Washington $585 if not admitted in another jurisdiction; $620 if admitted in another jurisdiction.
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Standardized bar exam broadens scope to 50 states

The Montana bar's switch to a standardized test takes the focus off Montana law and
broadens the scope to all 50 states. The test results from July's bar exam reveal a 20
percent drop in passing scores. Typically 87 to 94 percent of UM law students pass the test.
This year only 64 percent did, which means 22 students failed. The dean of UM's law school
is blaming the uniform bar exam for the dip in scores. Montana's Supreme Court said the
change is a move most western states are making and Montana is just falling in line. School
of Law Dean Greg Munro says Montana law is peculiar. More of a concern is when you
make a test that's that general to fit all 50 states, then you're probably introducing a lot of
ambiguity into the questions, said Munro. That's what's troubling for UM Law School
administrators and students taking the bar exam. Munro said students spend three years
learning Montana law. We think they need to learn to use code of one state -- the law from
the legislature -- and use the decisions to understand the politics involved, and if they can do
that, they can move to another state and understand their code, saíd Munro. Munro says
one unusual part is insurance law, specifically the stacking policy. That policy allows people
who have more than one vehÍcle and get into an accident, to stack the coverage of the
insurance policies on both vehicles. That policy doesn't apply in Montana's neighboring
states, like Wyoming or North Dakota. Munro said those specifics aren't addressed in the
uniformed test. Montana Supreme Court Chief Justice Mike McGrath said the court decided
to make the switch to the uniformed test for two reasons. We felt the bar exam was a more
fair and objective test and the second primary reason is it allows for reciprocity with other
states, said McGrath. For now Munro's biggest concern is figuring out the plummeting bar
exam passage rate. Munro said the dip in scores is the lowest they have ever seen at the
school and other schools who switched to the uniformed test also reported a drop in scores.
Montana's Supreme Court isn't certain the test was the reason the scores dropped. They
said they'll have to see what happens on future tests before weighing
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A TOUGH PASS; UND Law School students struqqle to pass bar exam

Grand Forks Herald (Notth Dakota)

September 16, 2"Q1"1 Tuesday
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Distributed by McClatchy-Tribune Business News

Section: STATE AND REGIONAL NEWS

Length: 588 words

Byline: Anna Burleson, Grand Forks Herald

Body

Sept. 16-People are struggling to pass the Noñå Dakota bar exam and the UND Law
School is looking at how to address the problem.

The state otfers the exam annually in both February and July, and only 56 percent of UND
graduates who took the test for the first time this summer passed.

The overall pass rate for all test takers in the state, which includes those who have practiced
law elsewhere but are taking the exam for the first time in North Dakota and those who
have taken the test before, has fluctuated between 69 and 83 percent, according to National
Conference of Bar Examiners Data. Concrete numbers aren't available yet for this year.

"We bef ieve overall pass rates are the lowest they've been in 10 years, but we don't know
the reason for that and that's something that the data will help us drill down on," Law School
Dean Kathryn Rand said. "We want these numbers to be higher. We want our graduates to
be ready to practice in North Dakota and launch successful careers here."

'lmportant milestone'

UND Law School graduates are allowed to take the state bar exam, or Multistate Uniform
Bar Exam, up to five times. Once they pass the exam, they must still pass a moral character
and ethics exam to be sworn in as a licensed attorney in North Dakota.

Graduates planning on practicing in other states must take that state's har exam to practice
there. This also applies to current law practitioners who choose to move their practice into
another state.

North Dakota's overall passing and first-time rate is in line with national average, but this
last group of 50 first-time test-takers was extremely low.

"This is not a proud moment for any of us," Rand said. "This is an importanf rnilestone. lt's
not the only shot our students have at being a successful attorney... but everyone who takes
lhe bar exam hopes to pass it."
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The numbers published by the American Bar Association, the NCBE and the North Dakota
Supreme Court all vary slíghtly because they have slightly different ways of defining "first-
time" testers, among other things.
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But Patricia Hodny, the Law School's director of career services, said the school works
to provide 100 percent of the data they have access to.

Looking for answers

ln light of the test results, Rand said the school will work toward providing more support
for existing students and looking at what qualities failing students had.

The Law School also recently lobbied the state to get more specific information about
the results of the bar exam and succeeded, so stañing in 2013, Rand said the school
has started compiling more specific data to find out where students are struggling,

"What we really want to do is reach out to our students and to increase the support we
provide while they're in law school and leading up to the bar exam," Rand said. "And for
those students who don't do as well as they'd hoped, we'd like to have support for
them."

For example, Rand would be able to figure out if students with a low undergraduate
GPA did poorly, or whether a specific section of the three-part bar exam is proving most
difficult.

"We're not at this point, but if we knew students with a ceftain undergrad GPA were
more likely to pass the bar than students below it, that might influence our admission
standards, but it would certainly influence our academic support effods if they're
admitted to law school" Rand said.

_(c)2üa the Grand Forks Herald (Grand Forks, N.D.) Visit the Grand Forks Herald
(Grand Forks, N.D.) atwww.qrandforksherald.com Distributed by MCT lnformation
Services
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Appendix C 
 
 
Notice of Public Hearings: Uniform Bar Exam 
 
In November 2014, Chief Judge Jonathan Lippman appointed an Advisory 
Committee to study the proposed adoption of the Uniform Bar Examination (UBE) 
in New York. The Committee, which is chaired by the Honorable Jenny Rivera, 
Associate Judge of the New York Court of Appeals, and includes representatives 
of law schools, the judiciary, the State Board of Law Examiners, and the bar, is 
charged with studying the potential implementation of the UBE in New York.  
 
In connection with that responsibility, the Committee will hold public hearings 
throughout New York in early 2015. The purpose of the public hearings is to 
receive the views of interested individuals, organizations and entities on the 
possible transition to the UBE. After the public hearings, the Advisory Committee 
will make a recommendation to the Court of Appeals whether to adopt the UBE as 
part of the New York State Bar Examination.  
  
 
The hearings will take place as follows:  
• CUNY Law School 
Tuesday, January 20, 2015, at 2 p.m. 
 2 Court Square, Long Island City, N.Y. 11101 
• New York State Court of Appeals 
Tuesday, February 3, 2015, at 11 a.m. 
 20 Eagle Street, Albany, N.Y. 12207 
• Appellate Division, Fourth Department  
 Thursday, February 26, 2015, at 2 p.m. 
 50 East Avenue, Rochester, N.Y. 14604 
 
The current New York bar exam consists of five essays and 50 multiple-choice 
questions testing on New York State law, one Multistate Performance Test (MPT) 
question developed by the National Conference of Bar Examiners (NCBE), and the 
200 multiple-choice question Multistate Bar Examination, also developed by 
NCBE. In contrast, the UBE, which has been adopted in 14 other states, consists of 
six essays developed by NCBE that test the law of general application, two MPT 
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questions, and the 200-question MBE. Unlike the current New York bar exam, the 
UBE produces a portable score that can be used to gain admission in other states 
that accept the UBE, provided the applicant satisfies other jurisdiction-specific 
admission requirements. 
 
The State Board of Law Examiners has proposed that if the UBE is adopted in 
New York, bar applicants also should be required to pass a separate state law-
specific component, the New York Law Exam (NYLE), which would consist of 
50-multiple choice questions. 
 
The Advisory Committee seeks testimony on the following issues (the list is not 
exhaustive): 
• The advantages and/or disadvantages of the current New York bar examination 
and the proposed UBE 
• The extent to which adoption of the UBE would result in changes to law school 
curricula and bar exam preparation 
• How UBE score portability would impact New York law graduates and graduates 
of law schools in other jurisdictions, and the law profession as a whole 
• The importance of requiring bar applicants to separately pass a New York-law 
specific component 
• Whether the NYLE should be administered in conjunction with the UBE and/or 
on additional dates. 
 
The Advisory Committee's hearing panel will consider both oral testimony and 
written submissions. All testimony is by invitation only. If you are interested in 
being invited to testify at the hearing, please send an e-mail to 
UniformBarExam@nycourts.gov no later than 14 days in advance of the scheduled 
hearing at which you propose to testify. Proposed testimony should not exceed 10 
minutes in length, unless otherwise instructed by a panel member.  
 
If requesting an invitation, please (1) identify yourself and your affiliation; (2) 
attach a prepared statement or a detailed outline of the proposed testimony, and 
specify which, if any, of the topics described above will be addressed, and; (3) 
indicate at which of the hearings you would like to deliver the testimony. In 
advance of the hearing, invitations to testify will be issued and will include an 
approximate time for each presenter's testimony. For those not invited to present 
oral testimony, the proposed testimony will be deemed a written submission for 
consideration by the Advisory Committee.  
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Persons unable to attend a hearing or interested in only making a written 
submission may submit their remarks by e-mail to 
UniformBarExam@nycourts.gov at least seven days in advance of the hearing, or 
by mailing the submission to the Advisory Committee at:  
 
Advisory Committee on the Uniform Bar Examination 
 c/o The Honorable Jenny Rivera, Associate Judge  
 New York State Court of Appeals  
 20 Eagle Street Albany, N.Y. 12207  
 
For further information, please visit the Advisory Committee's webpage at 
www.nycourts.gov/ip/bar-exam 
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MARY CAMPBELL GALLAGHER, J.D., Ph.D., is president of BarWrite® and BarWrite Press. Her company prepares 
candidates for the bar exam, focusing on foreign-trained candidates and retakers, and offers in-school and in-house writing 
instruction. She is the author of Scoring High on Bar Exam Essays (3rd ed. 2006) and Perform Your Best on the Multistate 
Performance Test (MPT)(2011). Her last article for the NYSBA Journal was "Alternatives for Scheduling the Bar Exam" 
(with Professor Carol A. Buckler), September 2013. She serves on the NYSBA Committee on Legal Education and 
Admission to the Profession. SUZANNE DARROW-KLEINHAUS is Professor of Law and Director of Academic 
Development and Bar Programs at Touro Law Center. She is the author of The Bar Exam in a Nutshell 2d, Acing the Bar 
Exam, and Mastering the Law School Exam. Her law review articles include “A Response to the Society of American Law 
Teachers' Statement on the Bar Exam” and “Incorporating Bar Pass Strategies into Routine Teaching Practices.” 

A Comparison of the New York Bar 
Examination and the Proposed Uniform 

Bar Examination 
BY MARY CAMPBELL GALLAGHER, J.D., PH.D. AND PROFESSOR SUZANNE DARROW-KLEINHAUS 

The New York Board of Law Examiners (BOLE) proposes adopting the Uniform Bar Exam (UBE), substituting it 
for the current New York Bar Exam (NYBE). The BOLE proposal is currently under active consideration, and it is 
the subject of public hearings. This article examines some of the issues the proposal raises. For a number of reasons, 
the chief question is how much of an obstacle the differences between the uniform laws tested on the UBE and New 
York law as now tested on the NYBE pose to adoption of the UBE. 

History of the Proposal 
In early October 2014, the New York Court of Appeals announced that at the prompting of the Board of Law 

Examiners it was urging the State to adopt the Uniform Bar Exam (UBE), effective for the July 2015 bar exam.1  
The New York State Bar Association Committee on Legal Education and Admission to the Profession, co-

chaired by practitioner Eileen Millett and Dean Patricia Salkin of the Touro Law Center, submitted a report on that 
proposal to the Executive Committee of the NYSBA.2 The Committee took no position on the UBE, but it urged 
delay and careful consideration of the proposal. On November 1, 2014, the House of Delegates of the New York 
State Bar Association adopted the report of the Committee. It urged delay, stressing that if the UBE were adopted, 
adequate notice should be provided to all parties.3  

On November 12, 2014, Chief Judge Lippman announced that the comment period would be extended from the 
original November 7, 2014, to March 1, 2015, and that introduction of the UBE would be delayed. He announced 
creation of a study committee headed by the Honorable Jenny Rivera, Associate Judge of the New York Court of 
Appeals.4 The committee has announced hearings.5 

The Current New York Bar Examination  
Structure of the New York Bar Examination 
The current New York Bar Examination (NYBE) has exceptional prestige among state bar examinations in the 

United States. It is a two-day examination, administered twice a year, on the last Tuesday and Wednesday of 
February and July.6 It consists of four parts: (1) the Multistate Bar Examination (MBE), a full-day 200-question 
multiple-choice examination on seven subjects, designed and licensed to the states by the National Conference of 
Bar Examiners (NCBE); (2) five essays on New York law, each requiring 40 to 45 minutes; (3) the Multistate 
Performance Test (MPT), designed and licensed to the states by the NCBE, which is a simulated law-office task 
where research and writing are to be performed within 90 minutes; and (4) the New York Multiple Choice Test, 50 
multiple choice questions, roughly 25 testing the Civil Practice Law and Rules (CPLR).7 The Board of Law 
Examiners creates the New York essay questions and the New York Multiple Choice Test. 

Half of the current New York Bar Examination tests on New York law and is drafted by the New York Board of 
Law Examiners. Like the examinations of a number of other states whose examinations must reflect their legal 
specifics and local industries, the New York bar examination tests candidates' knowledge of specific New York law 
and skills for practice. Thus, the Texas bar exam tests on oil and gas; Delaware, on corporations law; California, on 
community property. The New York bar exam tests on the New York Civil Practice Law and Rules (CPLR), and on 
the numerous New York distinctions in wills, domestic relations, criminal law and procedure, and other subjects. 

According to the website of the New York Board of Law Examiners (BOLE), applicants may qualify to sit for 
the NYBE in four ways.8 These are (1) graduation from an American Bar Association (ABA) approved law school 
in the United States with a juris doctor (J.D.) degree;9 (2) a combination of law school study at an ABA-approved 
law school and law office study;10 (3) graduation from an unapproved law school in the United States with a juris 
doctor degree and practice in a jurisdiction where admitted for five of the seven years immediately preceding 
application to sit for the New York bar examination;11 or (4) foreign law school study.12 



In 2014 the number of bar candidates taking the New York exam in February and July, combined, was 15,227. In 
July, 2014, the first-time pass-rate for the 8,277 candidates with a J.D. from an ABA-accredited law school was 
82%. The first-time pass rate for 2,437 foreign-trained candidates was 43%.13 

In addition to passing the bar examination, candidates for the New York bar must demonstrate that they have 
completed a mandatory 50 hours of pro bono work.14 They must pass the national, multiple-choice, Multistate 
Professional Responsibility Examination (MPRE), also designed by the NCBE.15 They must also produce proof of 
moral character.16   

This year, under the Pro Bono Scholars Program, a limited number of graduates will be allowed to take the bar 
exam during their third year of law school in exchange for a commitment to do pro bono work.17 

The New York State Board of Law Examiners Provides a Content Outline for the NYBE18 
The BOLE states:  

The New York portion of the NYBE consists of five essay questions and 50 multiple-choice questions. The 
general subject areas that may be tested are as follows:  

(1)  administrative law [effective with the February 2015 exam];  

(2)  business relationships, including agency, business corporations, limited liability companies, partnerships and 
joint ventures;  

(3)  New York civil practice and procedure [effective with the February 2015 exam, Federal civil practice and 
procedure will no longer be tested on the New York portion of the exam];  

(4)  conflict of laws;  

(5)  New York and federal constitutional law;  

(6)  contracts and contract remedies;  

(7)  criminal law and procedure;  

(8)  evidence;  

(9)  matrimonial and family law;  

(10) professional responsibility;  

(11) real property;  

(12) torts and tort damages;  

(13) trusts, wills and estates; and  

(14) UCC Articles 2 and 9.  

Proposal to Substitute the UBE for the NYBE While Adding a Stand-Alone One-Hour 
Multiple-Choice New York Test  

Structure of the UBE 
The Uniform Bar Examination is a two-day package of bar-exam components created by the NCBE and licensed 

to the states. Under the BOLE proposal, the UBE would be a substitute for the components of the current New York 
Bar Examination. None of the content of the UBE would be drafted by the New York Board of Law Examiners. The 
New York Board of Law Examiners would create only an add-on one-hour multiple-choice test on New York law. 

The UBE would consist of these three parts: (1) the Multistate Bar Examination (MBE), as on the NYBE, the 
full-day 200-question multiple-choice examination on seven subjects; (2) six Multistate Essay Examination (MEE) 
questions, based on uniform laws, rather than state-specific law, each taking 30 minutes; and (3) two tasks of the 
Multistate Performance Test (MPT), simulated law-office tasks where research and writing are to be performed 
within 90 minutes. All parts of the UBE are designed by the NCBE and licensed to the states. 

The proposal thus excludes the current New York Multiple Choice Test, with its 50 multiple-choice questions, 
roughly 25 of which test the Civil Practice Law and Rules (CPLR).19  

Most significantly, the UBE proposal substitutes an essay component designed by the National Conference of 
Bar Examiners, the MEE, for the New York essays currently offered by the BOLE, while adding a separate one-hour 
test on New York law. The MEE component of the UBE consists of six questions that test on uniform laws rather 
than the law of any particular jurisdiction. Each essay requires 30 minutes. 

According to the National Conference of Bar Examiners, the UBE has been adopted by these 14 jurisdictions: 
Alabama, Alaska, Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, Minnesota, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, New Hampshire, North 
Dakota, Utah, Washington, and Wyoming. Each UBE state sets its own pass score. These may of course change. 

The one-hour multiple-choice test on New York law that the BOLE would add would be in lieu of the extended 
testing on New York-specific law in the current five New York essays and 50 New York multiple-choice questions. 
According to a presentation by BOLE chair Diane Bosse to the NYSBA Committee on Legal Education and 



Admission to the Profession on October 23, 2014, the one-hour test would be offered on additional dates to 
accommodate re-takers. The BOLE has provided an outline of law to be tested in this new New York multiple-
choice test. Except that the new test does not include Articles 2 and 9 of the UCC, but does include federal and New 
York constitutional law, although representing examinations of different lengths, these outlines are the same. 

The New York Law Journal published a comparison of the UBE and the current New York Bar Examination on 
October 7, 2014.20 
Proposed UBE for NY Current NY Bar Exam 
Day 1       Day 1 
AM:  Multistate Performance Test    AM: Three essays 

Two 90-minute test items     50 NY multiple choice questions 
(3 hours)      (3 hours and 15 minutes) 

PM:  Multistate Essay Examination   PM: Two essays 
Six 30-minute essay questions (3 hours)   Multistate Performance Test (3 hours) 

Day 2 Multistate Bar Examination   Day 2 Multistate Bar Examination 
200 multiple-choice questions    200 multiple-choice questions 
3 hours in the AM     3 hours in the AM 

3 hours in the PM      3 hours in the PM 
Currently, New York bar exam scores are weighted as such: MBE = 40%; Essays = 40%; MPT = 10%; and the 

NY MCT = 10%. Note that these proportions are statistical constructs. Stronger scores on one section may 
compensate for weaker scores on another. Under the proposed UBE, the score would be weighted differently: MBE 
= 50%; MEE = 30%; and MPT = 20%. In addition to passing the UBE, a candidate in New York will be required to 
pass a separate New York multiple choice test, achieving a minimum score of 30 out of 50. 

These proposed changes in scoring have raised some concerns:   
• Difference in scoring between the UBE and the NY bar exam is significant because NY bar candidates can use 

stronger scores on one section to compensate for weaker scores on other sections; increasing the MBE from 
40% to 50% of the total grade while decreasing essays from 40% to 30% may impact the pass rate. 

• The UBE's increase of the MPT to 20% from 10% will not compensate for the decrease in the weight of the 
essays. An MPT task is a more complicated and challenging test instrument than an essay. 

The differences between the essay components of two exams are discussed below  Comparison of Essay 
Questions on the Multistate Essay Exam (MEE) and the New York Bar Exam  

The MEE questions:• Candidates are allowed 30 minutes per question. 
• MEE questions are open-ended. Candidates must spot the issues. 
• Comparison of released sample answers in a UBE (MEE) jurisdiction, on the one hand, with released sample 

answers from the NY bar exam, on the other, suggests that MEE essay responses may be longer than New 
York responses and contain more extensive and detailed rule statements. Meanwhile, however, MEE 
candidates have less time to answer each question.21 

The MEE essay subject-matter coverage:  
• Answers based on "uniform rules" in such subjects as Business Associations, Wills, Trusts, Family Law. 
• Subjects that are key in New York practice, such as Contracts and UCC, and that appear on every New York 

bar exam, may be included less frequently on the MEE. 
New York essay questions: 
• Candidates are allowed 42–45 minutes per question. 
• The questions do not demand issue-spotting, because the interrogatories are “issue specific,” for example, 

“Can Dan be held liable in Mom's personal injury action on behalf of Child against Dan?” Candidates must 
know and be able to quickly state the applicable rule of law.22 

The NYBE essay subject matter coverage:  
• Answers based on New York law.   
• Students who study in New York law schools and plan to practice in New York benefit from learning New 

York law.  
Note that with the MEE rather than New York essay questions on the bar exam, law school faculty will have to 

choose between preparing students for practice (New York law) and preparing students for the bar exam (uniform 
rules). This is because the MEE tests on the uniform laws, rather than on New York law. Subjects that the NYBE 
emphasizes by testing at every session or almost every session, such as contracts and the Uniform Commercial 
Code, may show up on the MEE only once a year or less. The questions on the MEE require the bar candidate to do 
"issue-spotting," while those on the NYBE specify the issues the candidate must address. The questions on the MEE 
can be more discursive than those on the NYBE, which require producing a tight syllogistic response, more like a 
brief.23 The MEE questions may be fairly described as advocates’ questions or debaters’ questions, those on the 
NYBE as practitioners’ questions. 

During her presentation to the NYSBA Committee on Legal Education and Admission to the Profession, on 
October 23, 2014, Diane Bosse, the chair of the Board of Law Examiners, offered the following chart to compare the 
content on the current NYBE with that of the proposed UBE. Italics indicate content unique to either the UBE or the 
NYBE. 



Content Comparison 
Current New York Bar Exam   UBE 
• Administrative Law   • Constitutional Law 
• Constitutional Law   • Business Associations 
• Professional Responsibility  • Contracts 
• Business Relationships   • Real Property 
• Contracts and Contract Remedies  • Federal Civil Practice 
• Real Property    • Criminal Law and Procedure 
• New York Civil Practice   • Torts 
• Criminal Law and Procedure  • Conflict of Laws 
• Torts and Tort Damages   • Evidence 
• Conflict of Laws    • Trusts and Estates 
• Evidence    • Family Law 
• Trusts, Wills and Estates   • UCC Articles 2 and 9 
• Matrimonial and Family Law 
• UCC Articles 2 and 9 
At her presentation to the NYSBA committee, Diane Bosse also noted the things that do not change under the 

UBE. New York will still 
• Decide who may sit for the bar exam and who will be admitted to practice 
• Set its own passing scores 
• Grade the essays and performance tests 
• Set policies regarding how many times candidates may retake the bar exam 
• Decide how to assess knowledge of local law 
• Determine for how long incoming UBE scores will be accepted 
• Make character and fitness decisions 

Effects of Adopting the UBE Plus One-Hour Test on New York Law 
Effect on Portability; Questions Remaining. 
The chief argument in favor of the UBE is that it may give new law school graduates the ability to transfer their 

UBE scores from one UBE jurisdiction to another, that is, it offers "portability." At a time when many law school 
graduates have difficulty finding suitable jobs, the ability to expand the scope of their job search may have a 
significant advantage. Thus, a bar candidate who passes the Alabama bar exam could in theory simply transfer the 
score to Missouri, meet any additional licensing requirements, and be licensed to practice law in Missouri, without 
having to prepare for and pass the Missouri bar exam. The National Conference of Bar Examiners’ Comprehensive 
Guide to Bar Admission Requirements, 2014, lists the additional requirements.24 

Likewise, new graduates who had passed the bar exam in another UBE state would no longer have to prepare for, 
take, and pass the New York bar exam in addition to the first bar exam, in order to be licensed in New York. They 
could come to New York, pass the one-hour test on New York law, and, assuming passage of the MPRE and the 
character requirements, be licensed and work in New York.  

In her presentation to the NYSBA committee, Ms. Bosse listed the following advantages of the UBE for students: 
• Eliminates the duplication of effort associated with taking the bar exam in multiple jurisdictions 
• Reduces the cost, delay, anxiety and uncertainty of having to take multiple bar exams 
• Maximizes employment opportunities 
• Enhances mobility for law graduates and their families 
• Offers more options when choosing where to take the bar exam 
Possible Effect on Practice-Readiness of New York Graduates 
New York law as tested on the New York Bar Examination differs markedly from the uniform law tested on the 

Multistate Essay Examination.  
New York has adopted few uniform laws. Justin L. Vigdor is a former president of the New York State Bar 

Association, a long-time member of the New York State Uniform Law Commission, and a member of the Executive 
Committee of the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws. Speaking from the floor at the 
November 1, 2014, meeting of the NYSBA House of Delegates, which was considering the UBE proposal, he 
emphasized the difficulty of getting the New York State Legislature to adopt uniform laws.  

I'm very concerned about the fact that [the UBE] is going to test on uniform law. I have been one of New York's 
five uniform law commissioners for 26 years. Unfortunately, New York is not big on adopting and passing 
uniform laws. We have a terrible time getting most uniform laws through the legislature . . . . When we do get 
uniform laws passed, we have a New York version of those uniform laws, and it's questionable whether they're 
really uniform. . . . That is an issue that must be addressed.25 



Thus, substituting the UBE for the NYBE may impede the efforts of New York law schools to prepare graduates 
to be practice-ready, that is, ready for practice in New York State. This is because, with the UBE, law schools would 
have to teach the uniform laws in order to prepare students for the bar exam. 

Bar-preparation professional John Gardiner Pieper argued in the New York Law Journal on November 5, 2014, 
that eliminating the intensive training in New York law that is now required to pass the bar exam would do a 
disservice to new lawyers: 

Stripping the bar exam of its local component would do a disservice to newly admitted attorneys, including the 
foreign-trained attorneys who now account for nearly one-third of bar exam applications in New York and for 
whom bar exam preparation often is their first opportunity to learn New York law. These new lawyers have more 
than enough to learn and navigate in the first years of practice in New York without the specter of entering the 
practice without the benefit of having studied New York law and procedure that we as a bar were not just 
encouraged, but required to know for admission. No matter how concentrated, experienced and specialized one 
may become, one should have a base knowledge of certain core subjects at one's disposal along the way. The 
New York BOLE has labeled this "minimum competency.”26 

New York law schools have recently emphasized preparing students to be practice-ready, adding many clinical 
courses, all of which must necessarily focus on New York law. The Pro Bono Scholars Program initiated by Chief 
Judge Jonathan Lippman counts additional practice readiness as among its objectives.27 In many law schools, the 
effort to achieve practice-readiness may extend throughout the curriculum, encompassing doctrinal courses, writing 
courses, and clinics. Substituting the UBE for the New York Bar Exam would force in-school courses to reduce 
teaching for practice-readiness, that is, for New York law, by substituting uniform laws for New York law. To aid 
graduates in obtaining employment, many law schools in New York have also added credit-bearing courses 
specifically tailored to preparing students for the New York bar exam. This creates a conflict for the law schools.  

How Candidates Prepare for the Bar Exam 
At many law schools in New York State, law students can enroll in for-credit bar-preparation courses focusing on 

New York law, taught either by members of their own faculty or by representatives of the various bar courses. 
Whether or not they take such courses in law school, almost all candidates for the New York bar exam take a full 
six-week bar-preparation course emphasizing New York law. Courses for the NYBE are offered by BarBri, Pieper 
Bar Review, Themis, Kaplan, Marino, and BarMax. Supplemental shorter courses teach essay or MPT or MBE 
skills, or all three, or are geared to re-takers. These include BarWrite®, BarBri, Marino, Pieper, and Kaplan. 
Because of the numerous ways in which New York law and practice is state-specific, full bar-preparation courses 
and supplemental essay courses devote substantial time to preparing candidates for the five New York essays and 
the 50 New York multiple-choice questions.28 

Effect on Competence of Foreign-Trained Candidates 
The effect on the education and testing of foreign-trained bar candidates raises significant issues about how the 

differences between the uniform laws and New York law may affect the usefulness of the UBE. If the BOLE has an 
alternative plan for training foreign-trained candidates if the UBE is adopted, the BOLE has not disclosed it. 
Foreign-trained bar candidates, about one third of all New York bar candidates, make up one of the largest groups 
significantly impacted by the UBE proposal. For example,  many contracts entered into worldwide are governed by 
New York law. New York's unusually liberal standards for allowing foreign-trained law graduates to take the bar 
exam have been justified as promoting the global spread of New York law. For foreign-trained bar candidates, bar 
preparation is an essential part of their legal education. When they take a six-week course preparing them for the 
current New York bar exam, they learn the CPLR and the so-called New York distinctions, as well as law for the 
subjects on the Multistate Bar Exam. It weighs against the UBE that preparation for a one-hour test will not make 
for effective global ambassadors. The UBE will serve neither these bar candidates nor the policy goals of New York 
State. 

Possible Effect on Diversity in the Legal Profession 

No studies exist regarding the effect, if any, on diversity in the profession of the UBE. The 
Society of American Law Teachers (SALT) has written to the chair of the Board of Law 
Examiners, Diane Bosse, urging study of the possible disparate impact of the UBE on minority 
bar candidates before the UBE is adopted in New York. It noted that the suggested passing 
score of 60% on the new stand-alone multiple-choice test would be higher than the estimated 
current average score of 50% on the NYMCT. FN 

 

FN http://www.saltlaw.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/SALT-Letter-NY-Bar.pdfossible Effect 
on Pass Rates 

The MEE appears to require candidates to know less substantive law than the current New York bar exam, and in 
fewer subjects. Depending on how the exam is graded, that might be expected to raise pass rates. However, the MEE 



essays are difficult in a different way. Their structure requires more issue-spotting than do the NYBE essays. This 
may impact the speed with which candidates must answer. Anyone hoping to raise bar pass rates by adopting the 
UBE must be aware that, in fact, bar pass rates have been dropping nationwide, and particularly in states 
administering the UBE:  

Pass rates have declined (dramatically in some cases) from the July 2013 bar exam to the July 2014 bar exam in 
the majority of the UBE states. The pass rate for people taking the bar exam dropped a whopping 22% in 
Montana, 15.2% in Idaho, and 13% in North Dakota. The pass rate is down 7.7% and 7.5% in Arizona and 
Washington, respectively. Other UBE states reporting a lower pass rate include Alabama, Wyoming, and Utah.29 

The first-time pass rate for J.D.s with a degree from ABA-approved schools in New York State also dropped, but 
by much less. It was 83% in July 2014. In 2012, it had been 85% and in July 2013, it was 88%.30  

Possible Effect on Attractiveness of Law Schools in New York to Prospective Students 
Practitioner Eileen Millett, co-chair of the NYSBA Committee on Legal Education and Admission to the 

Profession, poses the question: "Does the UBE take away or add to the allure of coming to a New York law school? 
It remains to be seen." That is, would adoption of the UBE make law schools in New York less attractive?31 

Conclusion 
The Board of Law Examiners and the National Conference of Bar Examiners have presented substantial 

arguments in favor of the Uniform Bar Examination, which tests on uniform laws. On the other side is a reluctance 
to give up a markedly successful bar examination, one that is a source of prestige and pride to the profession. From a 
practical point of view, New York law, which is in many ways unique, plays an important role in commerce locally, 
nationally, and throughout the world. New York's host of New York-specific laws and rules of procedure, which 
many law schools now emphasize in their effort to help students become practice-ready, also weigh strongly against 
adoption of the UBE. With the UBE, law schools may be placed in a position of choosing between preparing 
students for practice by teaching New York law or preparing students for the bar exam by teaching uniform laws. 
Until this conflict is resolved, we may be concerned about the potential of the UBE to reduce New York graduates' 
practice-readiness.  
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Appendix E – SALT Letter 



November 3, 2014 

Diane Bosse, Chair 
New York State Board of Law Examiners 
Corporate Plaza, Building 3 
254 Washington Avenue Extension 
Albany, NY 12203-5195 

Dear Ms. Bosse: 

This letter is submitted on behalf of the Society of American Law Teachers (SALT) in 
response to the proposal to adopt the Uniform Bar Exam in New York, effective with the 
July 2015 administration of the exam. SALT is a national organization of law professors 
and law school administrators committed to advancing teaching excellence, social 
justice, and diversity. Among SALT's highest priorities is working to create more 
diversity within the legal profession.  It is that mission that prompts this letter asking the 
New York Court of Appeals to delay implementation of the Uniform Bar Exam until more 
information is available to assess whether the UBE is likely to increase the current test 
score disparity and thus produce an even greater disparate impact on racial and ethnic 
minorities than does the current bar exam.  The idea of a national licensing exam has 
great appeal, but carries risks that should be addressed before adoption of the exam for 
the state. 

New York has long been concerned about disparate bar pass rates and their impact on 
the profession's diversity1 and we hope that such concern will translate into caution 
about a precipitous adoption of the UBE that may result in further disparate impacts.  
Several years ago, after SALT and others urged further study about disparate impact 
before New York raised its passing score on the bar exam, the resulting study revealed a 
disproportionate racial impact and the increase was not implemented.  Given what we 
know about disparate test results from the LSAC National Longitudinal Study2 and the 
New York study.3   New York should study the proposed change more fully to understand 
the implications of the change before acting on it.    

New York is in the fortunate position of being able to study what has happened in other 
jurisdictions before deciding whether to adopt the UBE. Initial data indicates such a 

1 See e.g. ASS’N OF THE BAR OF THE CITY OF N.Y., REPORT ON ADMISSION TO THE BAR IN NEW YORK IN 
THE TWENTY FIRST CENTURY: A BLUEPRINT FOR REFORM 467 (1992); COMMS. ON LEGAL EDUC. & 
ADMISSION TO THE BAR OF THE ASS’N OF THE BAR OF THE CITY OF N.Y. & THE N.Y. STATE BAR ASS’N, 
PUBLIC SERVICE ALTERNATIVE BAR EXAM 4 (June 14, 2002), available at 
http://www.nysba.org/WorkArea/DownloadAsset.aspx?id=26667. 
2 Wightman, LSAC National Longitudinal Bar Passage Study (1998). 
3The study reported "the Caucasian/White group having the highest pass rates (about 88% for a 
passing score of 660 and about 85% for a passing score of 675), and the Black/African American 
group having the lowest passing rates (about 58% for a passing score of 660 and about 50% for a 
passing score of 675). Impact of the Increase in the Passing Score on the New York Bar 
Examination, Report Prepared for the New York Board of Law Examiners, October 4, 2006. 
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study is necessary.  Fourteen states currently use the UBE and the majority of those 
states has experienced a significant decline in passing rates.4  Before adopting the exam, 
New York should seek to determine why the UBE has resulted in lower pass rates and 
whether there is a disparate impact in who has been impacted by those lower rates. New 
York should endeavor to determine whether the UBE exacerbates test score disparities 
before deciding to adopt the exam.5 

The proposal under consideration raises other concerns as well.  It calls for a new New 
York Law Exam that would consist of 50 multiple-choice questions. This exam would be 
graded separately from the UBE and bar applicants would not be eligible for licensing in 
New York if they scored less than 30 out of the 50 questions on the New York Law 
Exam. Ordinarily, multiple-choice questions are not used on high stakes testing unless 
they have been pre-tested. The questions that would appear on the NY exam, which we 
understand will utilize a completely different format from the multiple choice questions 
used on the current NY bar exam, have not yet been written or reviewed, much less pre-
tested. No study has been conducted to assess the impact that the requirement of passing 
both the UBE and the New York Law Exam will have on overall pass rates and whether 
it will increase test score disparities. It has been reported that the average score on the 
current New York multiple-choice section is roughly 50% (25 out of 50 questions 
correct), not the 60% (30 out of 50 questions correct) that will now be required as a 
stand-alone measure.  If that is accurate and if it persists with the administration of the 
new exam, the result will disqualify candidates who previously would have been 
admitted. This too requires further study. 

Finally, we should note that a uniform bar exam cannot really be uniform without a 
uniform passing score. New York's passing score is lower than ten of the fourteen states 
currently using the UBE.  There is reason to be concerned that a move toward adoption 
of the UBE would inevitably result in an effort to standardize the passing score, which 
would almost surely mean a higher passing score in NY. On that issue, we do have hard 
data and that data tells us that an increase in the passing score will fall 
disproportionately harshly on racial and ethnic minorities. That is simply an 
unacceptable outcome, given New York's longstanding commitment to increasing the 
diversity of the Bar. 

For all of these reasons (plus a concern about the cost of the UBE6 and its limited 
portability7 and the unfairness to students who have prepared for a different bar exam), 

4 The decline was 22% in Montana, 15.2% in Idaho, 13% in North Dakota, 7.7% in Arizona and 
7.5% in Washington. Alabama, Wyoming and Utah also reported a lower pass rate. Declining 
Nationwide Bar Exam Pass Rates, Above the Law, October 27, 2014. 
5 To the extent New York is concerned about overall passing rates, the UBE raises an additional 
concern.  The July 2014 bar exam saw a significant drop in scores on the MBE nationwide. (Letter 
from Erica Moeser, President of the National Conference of Bar Examiners to Law School Deans 
dated October 23, 2014.) Since the entire bar exam is scaled to the MBE, it is not surprising that 
many states, including New York, saw a decline in passing scores.  Adopting the UBE would only 
exacerbate this problem since the MBE would count for 50% of the exam instead of the present 
40%. 
6 New York currently charges $250 but UBE jurisdictions typically charge three or four times that 
amount. We understand that any increased cost would not be passed on to students in 2015, but 
there is no guarantee that the higher cost would not eventually be borne by NY test-takers. Plus, 
there is a significant cost of transferring UBE scores to other jurisdictions ($400 - $1240). And, 
we do not know what the charge will be to re-take the New York Law Exam. 
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we urge the Court of Appeals to delay implementation until there has been an 
opportunity to seriously assess the impact of this exam on all students and, more 
particularly, to assess whether or not its adoption would exacerbate the persistent 
disparate impact of the bar exam on racial and ethnic minorities. We can see no urgency 
in proceeding without first conducting this essential research. 

Sincerely, 

Olympia Duhart & Ruben Garcia 
SALT Co-Presidents 

cc Honorable Jonathan Lippman, Chief Judge, State of New York 

7 Only 14 states currently use the UBE. Of those 14, five require a state-specific assessment prior 
to admission. All UBE states limit the portability of scores to between 2-5 years with most states 
restricting it to 2-3 years. Finally, since there is no uniform cut score and only 4 of the 14 states 
have a cut score lower than NY, a student passing the UBE in NY would not be guaranteed 
admission in the other 10 states unless that student achieved a score that met or exceeded the 
required score in that jurisdiction. 


